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Abstract

Electronic collaboration has grown significantly in the last decade, with applications in many different areas such as shopping, trading, and logistics. Often
electronic collaboration is based on automated business processes managed by
different companies and connected through the Internet. Such a business process is normally deployed on a process engine, which is a piece of software that
is able to execute the business process with the help of infrastructure services
(operating system, database, network service, etc.).
With the possibility of system crashes and network failures, the design of
robust interactions for collaborative processes is a challenge. System crashes
and network failures are common events, which may happen in various information systems, e.g., servers, desktops, mobile devices. Business processes
use messages to synchronize their state. If a process changes its state, it sends
a message to its peer processes in the collaboration to inform them about this
change. System crashes and network failures may result in loss of messages. In
this case, the state change is performed by some but not all processes, resulting
in global state/behavior inconsistencies and possibly deadlocks.
In general, a state inconsistency is not automatically detected and recovered
by the process engine. Recovery in this case often has to be performed manually after checking execution traces, which is potentially slow, error prone and
expensive. Existing solutions either shift the burden to business process developers or require additional infrastructure services support. For example, fault
handling approaches require that the developers are aware of possible failures
and their recovery strategies. Transaction approaches require a coordinator
and coordination protocols deployed in the infrastructure layer.
Our idea to solve this problem is to replace each original process by a robust counterpart, which is obtained from the original process through an automatic transformation, before deployment on the process engine. The robust
process is deployed with the same infrastructure services and automatically
recovers from message loss and state inconsistencies caused by system crashes
and network failures. In other words, the robust processes are transparent to
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developers while leaving the infrastructure unmodified.
We assume a synchronous interaction scenario for collaborative processes.
With this scenario, an initiator sends a request message to a responder, and
waits for a response message, while a responder receives the request message,
applies some state change and sends the response messages. With our proposed transformation we obtain robust processes, where each process in the
responder role caches the response message if its state has changed by the previously received request message. The possible state inconsistencies are recognized by using timers and information provided by the infrastructure, and
resolved by using cached state and by retrying failed interactions. We also
considered more complex interaction scenarios with multiple initiator and responder instances (1-n, n-1 and n-n client-server configurations).
We have provided a formal proof of the correctness of our transformation
solution. We have also done a performance analysis and determined the overhead of the generated (robust) processes compared to the original processes.
Since this overhead is low compared to the performance differences that exist
as a consequence of using different process engines, we argue that the generated robust processes have applicability in real life business environments.
By doing this work, we have learnt the possible failure situations that affect
the global state/behavior of collaborative business processes. Furthermore, we
have defined transformations for deriving robust processes that are capable of
surviving the identified failures.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

This thesis presents a method to improve the robustness of collaborative services against system crashes and network failures. We investigate possible
types of interaction failures caused by system crashes and network failures. We
explore how these types of failures occur and their properties: we distinguish
different types of state information shared between multiple runtime services
instances and possible state inconsistency caused by interaction failures. Based
on the above knowledge, we transform the collaborative services into their
robust counterparts, which are deployed to the infrastructure where systems
crashes and network failures may happen. In order to evaluate the correctness
of our method, we develop formal models of the collaborative services, which
are evaluated against the proposed correctness criteria. This chapter presents
the motivation of this thesis, its objectives and the outline of the research approach.
The chapter is further structured as follows: Section 1.1 motivates the work
in this thesis, Section 1.2 outlines our main research objectives, Section 1.3
presents the research design adopted in this thesis, Section 1.4 describes the
scope of this work, and finally Section 1.5 presents the structure of this thesis.

1.1

Motivation

The electronic collaboration of business organizations has grown significantly
in the last decade. By the year 2011, as the world’s largest online marketplace,
eBay was processing more than 1 billion transactions per day [1], involving
different areas such as shopping, trading, checkout, etc. Amazon, the world’s
largest online retailer, was selling 306 items every second at its peak in 2012 [2]
and 426 items in 2013 [3], via a vast collaborations between customers, suppliers, inventory, shipment, payment partners, etc.
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:initiator2

:initiator1

c1

:responder

submit(order1)

s1

result1

s2

c2

submit(order2)
result2

s2'
c1

submit(order1)
result1'

s3'

Figure 1.1: A possible failure

Often this electronic collaboration is based on processes run by different
parties and exchanging messages to synchronize their states. As an example,
AMC Entertainment, who owns the second-largest American movie theater
chain, exchanges Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) messages to collaborate
with its suppliers, theaters and business partners, who have their own private
processes [4].
If a process changes its state, it sends messages to other relevant processes
to inform them about this change. For example, after an accounting process
has completed an order payment, it sends a shipment message to a logistics
process. However, server crashes and network failures may result in loss of
messages. In this case, the state change is performed by only one process and
not by the other processes, resulting in state/behavior inconsistencies and possibly deadlocks.
System crashes and network failures are common events, which may happen in various information systems, e.g., servers, desktops, mobile devices, etc.
In a study of 22 high-performance computing systems over 9 years, the number of failures in a system could reach an average of more than one thousand
(1,159) failures per year [5]. In September and October of 2013, mainstream
outlets reported iPhone 5s randomly showing a blank blue screen after which
reboots occur, as well as random reboots without a blue screen [6].
A possible interaction failure situation is illustrated in Figure 1.1 using simple purchase processes. In these collaborative processes, initiator1 submits an
order, and the system of initiator1 crashes afterwards. During the failure of initiator1, responder sends a result message and reaches state s2. Responder then

1.2 Objectives
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(a) Service unavailable

(b) Pending response

Figure 1.2: Interaction failures

goes to state s20 due to a synchronization with initiator2 who has also submitted an order. A request is said to be idempotent [7] if the operation can be
safely repeated. However, the message submit(order) is not idempotent, because the responder changes its state from s1 to s2 after receiving message
submit(order). If it receives the same submit(order) message again, it processes the order and further transits its state from s20 to s30 , which is an unwanted state change.
Businesses are deployed to a process engine, which is a piece of software
that executes business processes.. In general, state consistency is not detected
and recovered by the process engine. This can be seen from a screen dump of
errors after a system crash of the Apache Orchestration Director Engine (ODE)
process engine [8]. Figure 1.2a shows the case in which the initiator sends
the message to an unavailable server. Figure 1.2b shows the case in which
the responder receives a request message, and crashes without sending the response message. Recovery in this case often has to be performed manually
after checking execution traces, which is potentially slow, error prone and expensive [9, 10].

1.2

Objectives

Often services collaboration is based on processes run by different parties and
exchanging messages to synchronize their states, e.g., processes described using a language like WS-BPEL [11]. Normally, a business process is deployed
to a process engine, which runs on the infrastructure services (operating system, database, networks, etc.), where system crashes and network failures may
happen, as is shown in Figure 1.3a. Our objective is to transform business processes into their robust counterpart, as shown in Figure 1.3b. By performing
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Process
Engine

Processes
Transform

Operating
System

Robust
Processes

(a) System crashes, network failures

Process
Engine
Operating
System

Networks

Business
Processes

Networks

Business
Processes

(b) Robust process transformation

Figure 1.3: Our objective

process transformations, we apply our recovery principles, e.g., resending the
request message, using cached results as a reply. As a result of the transformation, we obtain a robust process, which is able to recover from system crashes
and network failures. The robust process is deployed on the same infrastructure services and automatically recovers from interaction failures and state inconsistencies caused by system crashes and network failures. Therefore, our
goal is to build robust processes while letting the infrastructure unmodified.
Business process interaction failures are specific to interaction patterns, different types of interaction failures may happen in different interaction patterns.
A collection of 13 interaction patterns is discussed in [12]. Generally speaking,
interaction patterns can be described from a global point of view, i.e., defined
as choreographies. They can also be described from a local point of view, e.g.,
as abstract interfaces of an orchestration. In this thesis, we assume that each
local process involved in an interaction has knowledge of the global view of
the interaction but the process designers can only deploy the transformed robust processes to their local process engine (orchestration). In this thesis, we
focus on the basic patterns send, receive and send-receive [12]. However, more
complex patterns can be composed with basic interaction patterns under a certain control flow, for example, a one to many send pattern can be composed by
a send pattern nested in a loop, e.g., a while iteration. Figure 1.4a shows an initiator that sends a message to a responder. The initiator behavior corresponds
to the send pattern while the responder behavior corresponds to the receive pattern. In pattern send-receive in Figure 1.4b the initiator combines one send and
one receive pattern, which we call asynchronous interaction in the remaining of
the thesis. In Figure 1.4c, the initiator starts a synchronous interaction, which
characterize the send-receive pattern.
All possible failures in the interaction patterns in Figure 1.4a and Figure

1.2 Objectives

Initiator

5

Initiator

responder

(a) send and receive

responder

Initiator

(b) send-receive, case I

responder

(c) send-receive, case II

Figure 1.4: Process interaction patterns
Initiator

responder

0

1S X1 Service Unavailable
1N

2
4

3S
3N

X2 Pending Request
X3 Pending Response
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Figure 1.5: Interaction failures

1.4b are represented in Figure 1.4c, These possible failure points are marked
as X0 ...X5 in Figure 1.5. X0 , X4 and X5 are system crashes, and these failure
points are irrelevant as they have no impact on the interactions. We call failure
points X1 ∼X3 service unavailable, pending request failure and pending response
failure, respectively. These failure types are defined as follows.
Pending Request Failure The first type of interaction failure is pending request failure. We call X2 pending request failure since the initiator fails after sending a request message. The failure is informed to the initiator after restart, e.g.,
through exceptions that can be caught and handled. However, the responder
is not aware of the failure, so that it processes the request message, changes
its state, sends the response message and continues execution. State inconsistency occurs because the initiator cannot receive this responder’s reply and
cannot change its state accordingly.
Pending Response Failure We call X3 pending response failure since the response message gets lost. X3S is a pending response failure caused by a responder system crash. X3N is caused by a network failure. In both cases, the
responder sends the response message after restart (in case of a system crash)
or after the network connection re-establishment (in case of network failure)
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Table 1.1: Interaction failures

Interaction Failures
Service Unavailable
Pending Request
Pending Response

Caused by
System Crashes
Failure Point X1S
Failure Point X2
Failure Point X3S

Caused by
Network Failures
Failure Point X1N
–
Failure Point X3N

and continues execution. However, in both cases the previous established connection gets lost and the initiator cannot receive the response message. The initiator becomes aware of the failure after a timeout. State inconsistency occurs
because the responder changes its state after the interaction, but the initiator
cannot change its state accordingly.
Service Unavailable We call X1 service unavailable. Failure X1S is caused by
a system crash of the responder, while X1N is caused by a network failure of the
request message delivery. However, in both the cases, the initiator is not able
to establish a connection with the responder. State inconsistency is thus caused
because the responder cannot change its state accordingly. At the process level,
the initiator is aware of the failure through an exception at the process implementation level, which can be caught and handled. The interaction failures we
focus on in this thesis are summarized in Table 1.1.
Based on the above discussion, we define our research question as follows.
Main research question: How to recover collaborative processes interaction
failures caused by system crashes and network failures?
The question can be further refined as how to transform an original process
design into robust counterpart which is recoverable from interaction failures,
without putting additional burden to process designers at application level and
without putting additional investment to infrastructure. This is a general question that we decompose it into several sub-questions, addressed as follows.
Research question 1: What are the current existing solutions which can
be used to recover from interaction failures?
This is a knowledge question to make us explore the existing solutions. We
need to understand the existing solutions, how are they working, what are the
advantages, and what are the shortcomings of these solutions. This question is
mainly discussed in Chapter 2.
Research question 2: What are the necessary concepts/models in our solution?
A recovery solution should be implementable using existing technologies.
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Furthermore, the recovery solution should be formally presented that forms
a basis for correctness validation. Then the question is raised that what are
the technologies and models we use in our solution. This question is mainly
presented in Chapter 3.
Research question 3: What are the corresponding behavior and recovery
approach for the interaction failures?
The above research question are all knowledge questions from which we
learn the related solutions, related models and necessary techniques. This
question is the design science question that the interaction failures and their
properties should be identified and for each type of interaction failure, what are
their corresponding recovery approaches. This question is mainly presented in
Chapters 4, 5 and 6.
Research question 4: How to combine the recovery solutions for different
approach?
Multiple types of interaction failures may happen in one business process.
This raises the question whether it is possible to combine the solutions to make
the robust process recoverable from different interaction failures. This question
is mainly presented in Chapter 7.
Since we present a solution at process language level, the research work
addresses the following requirements:
• Requirement R0: The solution should be correct. The robust process
should recover from the interaction failures.
• Requirement R1: The process transformation should be transparent for
process designers. The complexity of process transformation should not
distract process designers from the functional aspects of the process design.
• Requirement R2: The transformed process should not require additional
investments in a robust infrastructure.
• Requirement R3: As a solution at process language level, the process interaction protocols should not be changed. For example, the message
format cannot be changed, e.g., by adding message fields like message
sequence numbers that are irrelevant for the application logic. The message order should not be changed either, e.g., by adding acknowledge
messages to the original message sequence.
• Requirement R4: The service autonomy should be preserved. Services
exposed by business processes allow flexible integration of heterogeneous
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systems [11]. Thus it is required that if one party transforms the process
according to our approach and the other party does not, they can still interact with each other, although without being able to recover from system crashes and network failures.
• Requirement R5: Only available standard process language specifications
could be used. The existing process language specification should be
used without extensions, and the robust process should be independent
of any specific engine.
• Requirement R6: The solution should have acceptable performance.

1.3

Research design

The research design [13, 14] adopted in this thesis has three phases, namely
problem investigation, solution design and solution validation, as is shown in
Figure 1.6.
We started from problem investigation, which includes literature study of
related research work, e.g., exception handling, transactions, WS-Reliability
and HTTPR. After performing the literature study, we defined our research
questions based on an analysis of possible interaction failures caused by system
crashes and network failures.
The second step is the solution design. Based on the research topics identified in the previous step, we defined general concepts and models, which
forms a basis of the recovery solutions and validation.e.g., models of workflow control and data dependencies. Then we worked on the solutions of the
general research question using the defined concepts and models. The major
research work has been done in this step, namely by developing solutions for
the research problems proposed in the previous step.
Finally, we validated the research work. We proposed correctness criteria
and show the correctness of the proposed transformations based on these criteria. We implemented a prototype and evaluated its runtime performance,
and we analyzed the complexity of the process transformation by comparing
process complexity measures before and after the transformation.

1.4 Scope and non-objectives
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1.4

Scope and non-objectives

The types of interaction failures that are caused by systems crashes and network failures are discussed in this section. We define the failure properties and
make some assumptions of failure behaviors in this section.
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Table 1.2: Failure scheme

Type of failure
Crash failure
Inside
Scope

Omission failure
Receive omission
Send omission
Timing failure

Outside
Response failure
Scope
Value failure
State transition failure
Arbitrary failure

1.4.1

Description
A server halts, but is working correctly
until it halts.
A server fails to respond to incoming requests.
A server fails to receive incoming messages.
A server fails to send messages.
A server response lies outside the specified time interval.
A server response is incorrect.
The value of the response is wrong.
The server deviates from the correct flow
of control.
A server may produce arbitrary responses at arbitrary times.

Process interaction failures

Table 1.2 shows a failure classification scheme [7]. Crash failure, omission failure and timing failure are in our research scope. Crash failure is referred as
system crashes in this thesis. Omission failure and timing failure occur when
the network fails to deliver messages (within a specified time interval) and are
referred as network failures in this thesis. However, response failures due to
flaws in the process design, e.g., incompatible data formats, and arbitrary failure, also referred to as Byzantine failure, which is more of a security issue, are
out of the scope of this work. The following process design errors are also out
of the scope of this thesis: process control flow errors (deadlocks), message duplication or sequence errors caused by incorrect design of process interaction
protocols. Since we focus on system crashes and network failures, we left those
process design errors or security concerns out of the scope of this thesis.

1.4.2

Failure Assumptions

Due to the heterogeneous infrastructure, e.g., different process engine implementations or network environment, different levels of robustness are achieved

1.5 Thesis overview
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by different process execution environments, thus it is necessary to make consistent assumptions concerning failure behaviors of the infrastructure. These
assumptions are discussed below.
System crashes
• Persistent execution state. The state of a business process (e.g., values of
process variables) can survive system crashes.
• Atomic activity execution (e.g., invoke, receive, reply). Since a system
crash causes the execution to stop in a friendly way, it is fair to assume
that the previous activity is finished and the next activity has not started.
A restart resumes the execution from the previous stopped activity.
These are reasonable assumptions because it is the default behavior of the
most popular process engines, such as Apache ODE [8] and Oracle SOA Suite
[15]. In Apache ODE’s term, the persistent processes is in its default configuration. Otherwise this configuration can be modified to in-memory at deployment time [16]. For Oracle BPEL Process Manager, this is named as durable
processes, otherwise is named as transient processes. By default all the WSBPEL processes are durable processes and their instances are stored in the so
called dehydration tables, which survives system crashes [17].
Network failures
The commonly used service messages are HTTP messages (SOAP or REST)
over TCP connections. HTTP normally uses the same TCP connection for the
request and response messages of the interaction pattern in Figure 1.4c. Therefore network failures interrupt the established network connections, so that all
the messages that are in transit at the point of a failure get lost.

1.5

Thesis overview

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 discusses the related solutions and their advantages and disadvantages. A robust process execution environment includes process engines, operating systems, database and
networks, etc. We discuss solutions at different layers and their relationship
with our solutions. Chapter 3 defines the general concepts and models, e.g.,
the model of business process using Petri nets and Nested Word Automatas
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(NWAs), and the data and control flow dependencies. Chapter 4 proposes our
solution for the pending request failure, which means that the initiator system
crashes after sending the request message without receiving the response. The
basic idea is to resend the request message and use the previous result as a response to avoid duplicate processing. Chapter 5 proposes our solution for the
pending response failure, which is the case where the responder system crashes
after receiving the request without sending the response or the network fails to
deliver the response message. The basic idea is to split the receiving the request
message and the sending of the response to avoid the impact of the failure on
the response message delivery. Chapter 6 proposes our solution for the service
unavailable failure, which means that responder crashes before receiving the
request message or the network fails to deliver the request message. The idea
is to resend the request message from the initiator side. Chapter 7 presents the
composed solutions of different types of interaction failures. Chapter 8 evaluates our solutions, in terms of the correctness and the performance overhead
and additional complexity are evaluated. Chapter 9 concludes this thesis and
identifies some research topics for further investigation.

CHAPTER 2

State of the art

A typical implementation of a collaborative services execution environment
is shown as Figure 2.1 [18, 19]. A Web Services Business Process Execution
Language (WS - BPEL) process is designed and implemented at application layer.
Then it is deployed on the infrastructure layer, where the process gets executed
and managed. The integration layer implements the interaction of business process with other services via the network. Building robust collaborative services
interactions involves the efforts of the application layer, infrastructure layer, and
integration layer.
The related solutions of robust process interactions can be found at different
layers, which are discussed as follows. Section 2.1 discusses related solutions
mainly on the application layer, in which robust collaborative services are designed with the support of the implementation language. Section 2.2 discusses
the infrastructure layer solutions, which are placed in process engine, operating system and networks. Finally, section 2.3 discusses the transactional approach and section 2.4 concludes this chapter.

2.1

Application layer solutions

At application layer, business processes are implemented using specific process
implementation languages. One possible way of building robust processes is
to make use of the possible support of process implementation languages.

2.1.1

Exception handling

In the context of programming languages, an exception is raised whenever
an operation should bring to the attention of its invoker source code, and by
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Figure 2.1: Overview of Related Solutions

handling an exception the invoker reacts to the exception [20]. The exception
hanlding features of programming languages are described in [21, 22].
In the context of business process, at application layer, they are implemented by process execution languages. The process language facilities for
exception handling is discussed in [23, 24, 25], amongst others. Unlike programming languages that exceptions can be defined for events such as divide
by zero errors and appropriate handling routines can be defined. For business
processes, this level of detail is too fine-grained and it is more effective to define exceptions at a higher level, typically in terms of the business process to
which they relate. In general, exception handling require that the process designers are aware of faults and their recovery strategies [26]. Alternatively, our
process transformation based solutions can be transparent to process designers in the way that we do not put the burden of building robust processes to
process designers.

2.1.2

Application implementation language support

Another solution is to assign the ability of recovering from failures to the existing programming languages, which can be used to implement collaborative
services. In [27], WS - BPEL is extended with annotations. Process designers can
use these annotations to specify recovery related operations in process design.
In [28, 29] an extension is added to C++, LISP and Ada to support the recovery from failures. In [30, 31], a C++ extension with the transactional properties
are added in to the programming language that can be used in interaction fail-
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ure recovery. In these references, the explicit client or server abort or commit is
supported by extended APIs to the original language. By implementing a few
basic classes with the properties of persistency or atomicity, these programming languages provide the process designers the support to design robust
services at implementation language level. For example, if a class inherits from
a pre-defined atomic class and contains a few recoverable operations, and a recoverable operation can be aborted by one party (client or server), the data is
restored like if the operation were not executed at all. The local data recovery is
implemented by combining of a few technologies, e.g., storage replication, logging, data versioning and/or timestamping [32, 33, 34, 35], Local consistency
is met by changing the data from one consistent state to another, i.e., by guaranteeing the transactional property of atomicity and persistency. However, in
a distributed scenario, how the mutual consistent state is automatically synchronized between client and server is not clearly specified in the languages
support [28, 29, 30, 31], which is left as a burden to the process designers. Even
an execution should not be aborted before completion, the process designers
have to design the collaborative interaction protocol to make a crash party, after
a restart, coordinate the mutual execution state in other collaborative services .

2.2

Infrastructure layer solutions

Infrastructure layer solutions include the solutions placed in process engine,
operating system or networks.

2.2.1

Process layer solutions

Infrastructure layer solutions include [36, 37, 38, 39]. Recovery mechanisms
implemented as plug-ins for a WS - BPEL engine is presented in [36, 37]. The
approach to recovery presented in [38, 39] consists of substituting a service
with another one dynamically if a synchronization error occurs. In [40, 41, 42],
the QoS aspects of dynamic service substitution are considered. In all these
solutions, the idea is to build the recovery capabilities in the process engine.
The advantage of these solutions is to lower the burden of process designers. With no or little extensions on the process language, the process designers
are freed from the recovery details. However, the solutions strongly depend
on a specific WS - BPEL engine. As the solutions mainly implemented at engine
level, the solutions is engine specific, which makes the process difficult to migrate to other process engines.
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Network layer solutions

Message exchange is realized at the network level using standard communication protocols like HTTP (on the TCP/IP protocol stack). However, HTTP
does not provide reliable messaging. A solution to avoid the loss of state synchronization is to use reliable messaging. Reliable messaging protocols such
as HTTPR [43], WS-RX [44] solve the problem by introducing a middle layer,
where robust interaction protocol can be built. The basic idea behind these
protocols is to re-send resend lost message.
The advantage of these solutions is that they put litter burden to the process
engine implementation and process design. However, this solution increases
the complexity of the required infrastructure. We assume that server crashes
and network failures are rare events, and therefore extending the infrastructure introduces too much overhead. Further, adding a middle layer could turn
out to be a problem for some outsourced deployments where the infrastructure layer is out of control of the process designer. For example, in some cloud
computing environments, user-specific network configuration capabilities to
enhance state synchronization are not available. Another possibility is to design the process to deal with unreliable messaging, which makes the process
design and the created model much more complicated.

2.3

Integration layer: transactions

The transaction concept derives from contract law [45]. The concept of transaction in computer science originates from database management systems (the
transaction concept is used in [46, 47, 48]). In the database context, a transaction
is an execution step of a program that accesses a database [49]. Transactions
were introduced in distributed systems in the form of transactional file servers,
such as CFS and XDFS [50]. In a transactional file server, a transaction is the execution of a sequence of client requests for file operations. Transactions of distributed objects are implemented as a inherent of programming languages, e.g.
Argus [51, 52, 53, 54]. In CORBA, a language independent transactional interface was proposed by OMG [55] to provide standardized transitional interface
for distributed objects. In service collaboration context, transactional recovery
approaches are based on the OASIS WS-AT [56], WS-BA [57] and WS-C [58]
standards. In general, all these kinds of transactions share common properties
that form a basis of building robust interactions with regards of system crashes
and network failures Transactions are discussed in more detail below.

2.3 Integration layer: transactions
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Transaction concepts

At the application layer, the transactional capabilities are exposed to clients as
a few operations, such the SQL-transaction defined in the ANSI standard [59],
with the following semantics:
1. transaction start. The operations of this kind are the explicit start of a
transaction control boundary. The interaction messages (in distributed
transactions) or local procedure invocations (in local transactions) that
follow is in context of this transaction implicitly, or explicitly by passing
the transactional identifier with the messages. Whichever way depends
on the specific implementation.
2. transaction commit. This type of operations indicates the successful execution of a transaction.
3. transaction abort. This operation indicates the unsuccessful execution of a
transaction. The reason of a transaction abortion includes failures, exceptions, client cancellation, etc.
The properties supported by the above APIs are Atomicity, Consistency,
Isolation, Durability, represented an acronym ACID [60], described as follows.
• Atomicity. A transaction must either be executed in its totality or not at
all. After a transaction start, either transaction commit or transaction abort
happens. In the latter case all the intermediate effects of a transaction
should rolled back to the start state of the transaction.
• Consistency. A transaction takes the system from one consistent state to
another consistent state. The criteria for the state consistency is applicationspecific. However, after a transaction commit, a transaction should meet
all the consistency criteria defined for the application.
• Isolation. Any intermediate results between transaction start and transaction commit should not be revealed. This is due to the consideration of
concurrency control. For example, if multiple transactions execute concurrently, the intermediate result could be rolled back due to a transaction
abortion. If other transactions depend on the intermediate results of this
transaction and have committed, the system reaches a inconsistent state,
since a committed transaction is not recoverable.
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• Durability. The result of a transaction should be persisted in stable storage. This property is twofold. First, the result of a transaction should
survive crashes or storage failures. Second, the result of a transaction
cannot be modified after it is committed.

These transaction properties have two major concerns: first, when multiple
transactions execute concurrently, if they update the shared state of the system,
they should not interfere with each other [61]. Second, transactions are resilient
of failures. The latter property is relevant to our work.
Relaxing ACID properties
The transactions introduced above is called flat transactions. However, some
of the properties discussed above can be relaxed. For example, the atomicity of
a transaction can be relaxed by introducing the concept of nested transaction
[62]. Furthermore, the isolation property can be relaxed, e.g., by introducing
the concept of open nested transactions (sagas), as defined in [63, 64]. A nested
transaction can include a few sub-transactions, thus nested transactions are
organized in a corresponding tree structure. The execution and commit rules
of nested transactions are described as follows:
• Sub-transactions that have the same parent can execute in parallel to improve the performance of transaction execution.
• A parent transaction can commit even if a few of its sub-transactions have
aborted.
• If a parent transaction aborts, all its sub-transactions have to abort as well.
Transactions can be classified as short-life and long-life respectively [65]. A
few other transaction variations are discussed in [66].

2.3.2

Distributed transaction protocols

Unlike local transactions where ACID properties need to be met locally even
when failures happen, distributed transactions involves several parties and a
protocol is required to achieved mutual consistency. The distributed transaction protocols form a basis for the recovery from interaction failures. The
two-phase commit protocol is one of the most famous distributed transaction
protocols.

2.3 Integration layer: transactions
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Figure 2.2: Two-phase commit protocol, commit

Two-phase commit protocol
The 2PC (Two-Phase-Commit) protocol [67, 68] is brief illustrated in Figure 2.2
in a UML sequence diagram for two participants and a coordinator [69].
The successful commitment to a transaction is divided into two phases:
1. The coordinator sends a prepare message to all participants. If all participants finish the transaction without any failure, they send back the
vote-commit message to the coordinator.
2. The coordinator sends a global-commit message to all participants to indicate the success of the transaction. All participants sends back an ack
message to end the transaction.
In the case any participant wants to abort the transaction, the sequence diagram is as shown in Figure 2.3. This is similar to Figure 2.2, but in this case an
abort message is sent.
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Figure 2.3: Two-phase commit protocol, abort

2.3.3

Recovery of interaction failures using distributed transactions

Transaction failure model
[70, 71] presents a failure model that a transaction is able to recover from. The
failures modeled are imperfect disk storage, processors failures and unreliable communication. The processors failures are referred in this thesis as system crashes.
The computer system works exactly as expected until it halts. The unreliable
communication is named as network failure in this thesis.
Recovery using distributed transaction protocols
The various cases of system crashes and network failures of two phase commit
protocols and their recovery methods are discussed in [72].
One example is shown as Figure 2.4, in which participant2’s system crashes
after receiving a prepare message. After a timeout waiting for participant2’s
response, the coordinator sends a global-abort message to all other participants
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Figure 2.4: Two-phase commit protocol, system crash recovery

to abort the transaction. The participant2 abort all uncommitted transactions
after a restart.
The coordinator may restart the transaction by re-sending prepare message
to all participants.

2.3.4

Relation with our research

Other types of failures, e.g., message format or content error, process design
flaws (deadlocks), may result in the abort of a transaction. A transaction can
also be aborted by any participant without any failure. Therefore, transaction
mechanism can be used to recover more generalized types of failures. However, the 2PC transaction protocol is centralized so that not all cases of failures
are recoverable. In a special case that all participants have send their vote deci-
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sions to commit or abort to a coordinator and the coordinator crashes without
sending any global decision message, the participants cannot know the result
of the transaction. In this case, the fate of the transaction will not known and
all participants will be blocked. The more complex 3PC protocol can recover
from all cases of system crashes and network failure, however, this protocol is
with more network latency [73]. The application of the transactional mechanisms is not transparent to application programmers, i.e., the transaction is an
application level concept that the application programmers should be aware
of possible interaction failures and their recovery protocols based on the application of transactions. In contrary, our research objective is to build an robust
business process from the original process design transparently, without bothering the application programmers.

2.4

Conclusions

A business process execution environment is often built up with multiple abstraction layers, namely application layer, infrastructure layer and integration
layer. Interaction failure solutions can be found at each of the layers.
Application layer solutions make use of the application programming languages support, such as exception handling features and transactional features. However, these solutions require that the programmer is aware of all
possible failures and their recovery strategies.
Solutions at infrastructure layer are transparent to application programmers. However, normally these solutions require more infrastructure investment, e.g., more reliable communication channels. We assume system crashes
and network failures are rare events that make additional infrastructure support expensive. Furthermore, these solutions may make the implementation
specific to process engine, which make the business process difficult to migrate
between different process engines.
We can conclude there is a need for a solution that is transparent to process
designers and require little infrastructure investment.

CHAPTER 3

General concepts and models

This chapter introduces the general concepts and basic terminology used throughout this thesis. Firstly, the concept of collaborative service, especially, the concept of collaborating business process with web services is explained. Secondly, service collaboration is based on shared state information, and for that
purpose we present an overview of shared state types. Thirdly, we introduce the main concept of Web Services Business Process Execution Language
(WS - BPEL), which is a standard executable language for specifying business
processes with web services. WS - BPEL is used to illustrate our solutions, which
can be applied to other similar languages. Finally, we introduce the formalisms
we used in our solutions, namely, Petri nets and Nested Word Automata (NWA)
to represent WS - BPEL processes for the purpose of enabling their analysis and
manipulation.
This chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.1 introduces the collaborative services addressed in this thesis. Section 3.2 analyze the service state types,
i.e., how state is shared among multiple services and their runtime instances.
Section 3.3 introduces WS - BPEL, which is a business process execution language
used to illustrate our solutions. Section 3.5 presents the Petri net model of collaborative services. Finally, section 3.6 defines the NWA model of a WS - BPEL
process.

3.1

Collaborative services

The term service used in this work denotes a web service [74], where technical
level interaction is our focus. We adopt the web services definition inspired by
World Wide Web consortium[75]: A Web service is a software system designed to
support interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over a network. This is a broad
concept that many technologies match.
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Table 3.1: State information types, client and server’s viewpoints

aa
aa
aa

Client
perspective

aa
a

Server perspective C : S

aaC : S
aa

Each server instance interacts
with 1 client instance
Each server instance interacts
with variable number
of client instances (m)

Each client instance
interacts with
1 server instance

Each client instance
interacts with
variable number
of server instances (n)

aa
1:n
aa
aa
aa
1:1
aa 1 : 1
aa
a
a
aa
aa
1
:
n
aa 1 : 1
aa
aa
aa
m:1
a m:1
aa
aa
a

1:1

Table 3.2: State information types, combined viewpoint
Shared state types

1:1

1:n

1:1

1:1
Figure 3.1c

1:n
Figure 3.1b

m:1

m:1
Figure 3.1b

m:n
Figure 3.1d

In this thesis, the collaborative services are characterized as the collaboration of two or more (automated) processes through the use of each other’s
services. In particular, this thesis is limited to collaborative processes with web
services.

3.2

Shared state types

At runtime, a stateful process has multiple instances, so that each instance
maintains its own state information, e.g., the value of process variables, or the
history of interactions [76]. We use a simple vocation request process [77] to
illustrate the concept of process instance. The business process refers to the entire vacation request process design, beginning when an employee asks for
vacation, and ending with the approval and reporting of that vacation. Consequently, the term process instance refers to that employee’s single request for
a leave of absence, and instance management (also named as case management)

3.3 WS-BPEL processes
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would refer to the management of each vacation request. When a employee
makes a new vacation request, that request generates a new process instance
(case) in the process engine, that subsequently moves through the business
process according to the process design.
If an instance changes its state, it may send messages to other relevant instances to synchronize their states. Thus, state information is propagated and
“shared” implicitly between multiple process instances. Although the client instance interacts with the server and is not aware of server instances. How state
information is shared [78] depends on the service interaction patterns [79] of
the client and server processes. As shown in Figure 3.1, from the client’s point
of view, one client instance can interact with one server instance (1-1) or with
many server instances (1-n). From the server point of view, one server instance
can interact with one client instance (1-1) or with many client instances (n-1).
From a global point of view, we distinguish the combination types as shown in
Table 3.2, and illustrated in Figure 3.1.
In Figure 3.1 (a), the state information is shared between clients. One client
instance interacts with one server instance (1-1), while globally one server instance interacts with multiple client instances (n-1). The number of server instances is static in the sense that it could be one or more, but it is a fixed number
at runtime. We call this state information type n : 1 shared state. In Figure 3.1 (b),
the state information is private to each client instance, but shared between multiple server instances, since each client instance interacts with multiple server
instances (1-n), and each server instance interacts with one client instance (11). We call this state information type 1 : n shared state. In Figure 3.1 (c), the
state information is private to the requester-responder pair, since each initiator
process instance is dedicated to synchronize its state with a single responder
instance. We call this state information type 1 : 1 shared state. In Figure 3.1 (d),
the state information is shared between all instances, since each client instance
interacts with multiple server instances (1-n), and each server instance interacts
with multiple client instances (n-1). We call this state information type n : n
shared state.

3.3

WS-BPEL processes

In order to describe the collaborative behavior of web services, a standard language is required to implement complex interactions and control flow, i.e., to
orchestrate the web services. In this thesis, we choose WS - BPEL as the collaborative services description language. A WS - BPEL process is a container where
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Figure 3.1: Shared state types

relationships to external services, process data and handlers for various purposes and, most importantly, the activities to be executed are declared. As an
OASIS standard [11], it is widely used by enterprises.
WS - BPEL activities perform the process logic. Activities are divided into
2 classes: basic and structured. Basic activities are those which describe elemental steps of the process behavior. Structured activities encode control-flow
logic, and therefore can contain other basic and/or structured activities recursively. The complete WS - BPEL specification is available at [11].
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Figure 3.2: An example WS - BPEL process with Eclipse WS - BPEL editor

3.3.1

Inbound message activity

An Inbound Message Activity (IMA) of a WS - BPEL process is an activity in
which messages are received from partner services. In this work we consider
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the inbound message activities receive and pick, while other types of IMAs, like
event handlers, are out scope of this thesis.

3.3.2

Outbound message activity

An Outbound Message Activity (OMA) of a WS - BPEL process replies the response message. In this work we consider the outbound message activities
invoke and reply.
IMA s and OMA s correspond to the begin and end of the control boundary
of a synchronous operation, respectively. As an example, in Figure 3.2, which
is graphical representation produced with Eclipse WS - BPEL editor [80], the IMA
“receiveInitRequest”, which is a receive activity, is the begin of a synchronous
operation, while the OMA “replyInitResponse”, which is a reply activity, is the
end of this operation. The IMA “Pick” , which is a pick activity, is the begin of
multiple process operations, namely “subscribe” and “revoke”, while the OMA
“replySubscribe” and “replyRevoke”, which are reply activities, marks the end
of these operations respectively.

3.4

Models of business process: design choices

Formal models of business process eliminate ambiguity in process specification
and enable a rigorous for analysis [81]. Furthermore, a formal model make
our solution independent of any specific process design language or vendor
implementation of process engines.
We choose Petri nets and Nested Word Automata (NWA) as our process
formalisms. The models of Petri nets are used for correctness validation. The
other purpose is to infer data dependencies of business process, which is used
to detect if there is possible state change caused by interactions. We choose
Petri nets because in contrast with some other process modeling techniques,
the state of a process instance is modeled explicitly in a Petri net [82], by
the distribution of tokens over places. By simulating of a Petri net, an occurrence graph can be generated, which can be mapped to an equivalent automata
model and be used to represent all possible states and transitions of the Petri
net.
By using NWA is used to infer all possible further incoming messages, where
the recovery of pending request can be based. We choose NWA because the
structural information concerning process hierarchies can be maintained. For
example, in the syntax of WS - BPEL process contains the structure information

3.5 Petri net models of WS-BPEL processes
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Figure 3.3: Convention for reading and writing of WS - BPEL process variables

that one activity is nested in another structured activity. These structure information is necessary if we want to map these formalisms to a specific process
language with a hierarchical structure.

3.5

Petri net models of WS-BPEL processes

This section presents our Petri net model of WS-BPEL processes in which the
dataflow is also annotated. WS-BPEL models using Petri nets have been reported in the literature, however, each approach has its particular focus. For
example, [83] focuses on control flow modeling, thus state information is implicit. [84, 85, 86] address activity stops and correlation errors, which are not
relevant in this work and cause the formalism is unnecessarily complex for our
purposes. Thus, we propose a simplified Petri nets representation, in which the
Petri net structure of each WS-BPEL activity has one start place and one sink
place. The net structure of each activity can be nested or concatenated with
the structure of other activities, which is the semantics of WS-BPEL structured
activities.
This Petri nets model is not a functional model for WS-BPEL processes
which is used to support process design or implementation. Its purpose is to
allow the inference of data dependencies and control flow dependencies based
on an existing business process. In order to improve readability, we use the two
conventional notations to denote Petri net models of the reading and writing
behavior, respectively, of process variables by activities. Figure 3.3 (a) shows
the Petri net representation of an activity reading a process variable V in which
a transition takes a token from the place that represents the variable and then
puts a token back. We use a dashed arrow as a graphical notation for this.
Figure 3.3 (b) shows the Coloured Petri Net (CPN) representation of an activity
writing a process variable V in which a transition takes a token v1 out from the
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Figure 3.4: The Petri net model for basic activities

place that represents the variable and then puts another token v2 into it. We
use a double arrow as a graphical representation for this. The values v1 and v2
is not relevant in our work and are omitted in the Petri net representation of
writing a process variable.
WS-BPEL activities are divided into two categories: basic and structured
activities. Each category is discussed in the sequel.

3.5.1

Basic activities

The basic activities supported in this thesis are: receive, reply, assign and invoke. Figure 3.4 (a) shows the Petri net representation of a receive activity, where
places c1 and c2 are the input and output control places, respectively. In order
to express the receive semantics of WS-BPEL, the transition takes a token out
from the msg place and “writes” to the place v1. Similarly, we have modeled
basic activities reply, assign, and invoke as shown in Figure 3.4 (b), Figure 3.4 (c)
and Figure 3.4 (d), respectively.
We denote data flow as a set of the arcs annotated in bold. The data flow of
the assignment activity (bold arcs in Figure 3.4c) is from place v1 (and v2) to the
transition assg, then to the place v3.

3.5 Petri net models of WS-BPEL processes
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<if>
<condition>boolean_expression($v1, $v2)</condition>
<!-- body_true -->
<else>
<!-- body_false -->
</else>
</if>
Figure 3.5: The WS - BPEL code of an if activity

3.5.2

Structured activities

The structured activities supported in this thesis are: if, while, pick.
The Petri net representation of an if activity is presented in Figure 3.6,
where the corresponding WS - BPEL code is shown as Figure 3.5. The places
c1 to c6 model the control flow. In WS-BPEL, the condition of an if activity
is a boolean expression, such as $v1 < $v2. The process variables that appear in the condition expression are modeled as places p_v1, p_v2 in our Petri
nets. The positive (negative) evaluation of the condition results in the execution of the true (false) branch of the WS-BPEL process, which is modeled as a
hierarchical transition body_true (body_false), and is initialized by firing transition cond_true (cond_false). In the Petri net model, the transitions cond_true
and cond_false “read” the places p_v1 and p_v2. A token in the place in_true
(in_false) represents that the modeled WS-BPEL executes the true (false) branch.
We name this place dependency indication place. The Petri net of conditional expression does not model the actual evaluation of conditional expression.
The data flow (denoted as bold arcs) starts from the “reading” of places p_v1
(and p_v2) by the transition cond_true (cond_false), to the dependency indication
place in_true (in_false). The evaluation of values of variables in a condition determines the variables that are changed, because it determines the branch to be
chosen. Thus the process variables changed inside of the if branches should
depend on the conditional variables. We model this as a “read” of the dependency indication place by the assignment transition that is hierarchically
nested in the if construct. This is illustrated in Figure 3.7, which shows a true
branch of an if activity. The corresponding WS - BPEL code is shown as Figure
3.8. The transition assg is the Petri net representation of an assignment activity.
The data flow generated by the if activity model is the path from conditional
variable p_v1 (and p_v2) to the transition cond_true, and then from the transi-
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Figure 3.6: The Petri net model for if activity
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Figure 3.7: The data flow path of if activity

tion cond_true to the dependency indication place in_true. The data flow model
generated for the assignment activity is from the places p_v4 and p_v5 (representing the process variables v4 and v5, which appear in the right hand side
of the assignment) to the transition assg, and then from assg to the place p_v3
(representing the process variable v3, which appears in the left hand side of the
assignment). By the application of the rule, we add a “read” of the indicator
place in_true by the transition assg, so that the data dependency path represent<if>
<condition>boolean_expression($v1, $v2)</condition>
<assign>$v3 := $v4 + $v5</assign>
</if>
Figure 3.8:

WS - BPEL

code of an illustrative if activity
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Figure 3.9: The Petri net model for while activity

<while>
<condition>boolean_expression($v1, $v2)</condition>
<!-- while_body -->
</while>
Figure 3.10: The WS - BPEL code of a while activity

ing that v3 depends on v1 and v2 can be generated.
The Petri net model of a while activity is shown in Figure 3.9. The corresponding WS - BPEL code is shown in Figure 3.10. Places c1 to c4 model the
control flow. The variables v1 and v2 (and could be more), which appear in
the while conditional expression, are modelled as places p_v1 and p_v2. At runtime, the evaluation result of the conditional expression determines whether
the body of the while iteration is executed or not. This is modeled as the transitions cond_true and cond_f alse. These transitions “read” the places p_v1
and p_v2. The “read” behavior of process variables is modeled, but we do not
model the actual evaluation of condition expression.
The process variables could be changed inside the while iteration, so a data
dependency should be generated to indicate that these variables depend on
the variables that occur in the while condition (v1 and v2). This mechanism is
similar with the if model, but in this case we use the place in_while to indicate
that the WS-BPEL execution is inside the while iteration. This place works
together with the Petri net model of the assignment activity to generate this
dependency.
The Petri net model for a pick activity with two alternatives is shown in
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Figure 3.11: The Petri net model for pick activity

<pick>
<onMessage variable="v1">
<!-- body_onMsg1 -->
</onMessage>
<onMessage variable="v2">
<!-- body_onMsg2 -->
</onMessage>
</pick>
Figure 3.12: The WS - BPEL code of a pick activity

Figure 3.11, where the corresponding WS - BPEL code is shown in Figure 3.12.
Places c1 to c5 model the control flow of the pick activity. Transitions rec1 and
rec2 model the receiving behavior of each <onMessage> branch although more
receives are possible. Hierarchical transitions body_onM sg1 and body_onM sg2
model each of the onM essage branches of the pick activity. If there is a reply
activity corresponding to the onM essage branch, the output message corresponds to the resp_msg. If there is no reply for the onM essage (the message
msg2 is a one-way message without corresponding reply), we use the transition end2 to model the end of this branch to facilitate simulation. The timerbased event is not supported in our current version of the pick model.

3.6 Nested word automata model of WS-BPEL
Occurrence Graph:

CPN Automaton:

 Initial marking
 Reachable Markings
 Dead markings
 Transitions
 Transition Annotations

 Initial state
 States
 Accepted states
 Transitions
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Figure 3.13: A mapping from occurrence graph to automata

3.5.3

Occurrence graphs

An occurrence graph can be used to represent all possible states and transitions
of a Petri net model, thus to represent all possible control flows of a process. In
a Petri net model, the state of a process is modeled as the distribution of tokens
over the places. A distribution of tokens over the places is called a marking.
The occurrence graph of a Petri net model is a directed graph, where the set
of nodes corresponds to the set of all reachable markings such that from the
initial marking. The set of arcs corresponds to the firing of Petri net transition.
There is a arc from M to M 0 if and only if there is a transition that the fire of
transition re-distribute the marking from M to M 0 .
We can simulate the Petri net model to get an occurrence graph. By our
design of bounded Petri net model, the occurrence graph has only finite markings. We represent the occurrence graph model with automata. Figure 3.13
shows how Petri net concepts are mapped to automaton concepts. The Petri
net transitions are annotated with the names of the business activities, so the
Petri net transition set is represented the automaton alphabet, which contains
the names of the activities.
The automata model is used for correctness validation where the detail of
the correctness validation based on these automata model is presented in section 8.

3.6

Nested word automata model of WS-BPEL

We model WS - BPEL processes using NWA in this section. We use NWA to describe the underlying semantics of WS - BPEL and use them as a basis for our
formal solution of pending request failure. An NWA model is an extended automata that can be used to describe the process control flow and the messages
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Figure 3.14: An example of NWA graphical representation

sending and receiving status. We choose NWA because we need to model the
nested structure of WS-BPEL syntax. While traditional finite state automata
can be used for describing all possible states of messages, and their sending
and receiving sequences, they lack the capability of describing nested structures of activities. An NWA keeps the nested structure of a WS - BPEL process so
that the NWA model can be transformed back to a robust WS - BPEL process.

3.6.1

NWA (nested word automata)

Informally, a nested word automaton is an automaton that has hierarchical
nesting structures. For instance, the NWA in Figure 3.14 has an nested NWA
(scope), which has a nested NWA (seq). The transition pointing to the initial
state of the nested automaton is called a call transition. As an example, the transitions <scope> and <seq> in Figure 3.14 are call transitions. The transition
“leaving” the nested automaton is called a return transition. For example, the
transitions </scope> and </seq> are return transitions. The other transitions,
which are similar to transitions of classical automata [87], are named internal
transition. Formally, a NWA (nested word automata) A over an alphabet Σ is a
structure
(Q, q0 , Qf , P, p0 , Pf , δc , δi , δr ) consisting of
• a finite set of (linear) states Q,
• an initial (linear) state q0 ∈ Q,
• a set of (linear) final states Qf ⊆ Q,
• a finite set of hierarchical states P ,
• an initial hierarchical state p0 ∈ P ,

3.6 Nested word automata model of WS-BPEL
<process>
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</process>
NWA(act)

Figure 3.15: NWA model of a process

• a set of hierarchical final states Pf ⊆ P ,
• a call-transition function δc : Q × Σ 7→ Q × P ,
• an internal-transition function δi : Q × Σ 7→ Q, and
• a return-transition function δr : Q × P × Σ 7→ Q.
The hierarchical states P, p0 , Pf are used to describe the nesting structure of a
NWA. The detailed presentation can be found in [88].
In order to improve readability, we use some graphical conventions presenting NWA model of WS-BPEL. As shown in 4.15b, the nested structures
are graphically presented as dashed boxes. A call-transition is named in our
paper as <...> (in angle brackets), for example, <invoke>, <while>. A returntransition is named in as </...> (in angle brackets with slash), for example,
</invoke>, </while>. WS-BPEL activities are divided into two categories, basic
and structured activities. The NWA model of a WS-BPEL process is shown as
Figure 3.15. A call transition <process> starts from the initial state and a return
transition </process> leads to the accepted state, with the NWA model of an
activity, NWA(act), “nested” within it.

3.6.2

NWA model of WS-BPEL structured activities

The currently supported activities are if, pick, while and sequence, as are shown
in Figure 3.16. By elaborate design of NWA model of WS-BPEL activities, from
a initial state, there is only a call transition out and there is only a return transition that leads to the accepted state. The NWA model of other activities are
“nested” within it. The conditional branch (if ), repeat (while), and sequential
(sequence) activities as modeled as Figure 3.16a, 3.16c, 3.16d. pick (Figure 3.16b)
is another case of conditional control flow, which depends on the type of incoming message.

3.6.3

NWA model of WS-BPEL basic activities

The currently supported basic activities are modeled as Figure 3.17 and 4.15a.
The models are pretty straightforward, thus we omit the description. However,
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Figure 3.16: NWA model of WS-BPEL structured activities
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Figure 3.17: NWA model of WS-BPEL basic Activities

the model of exit is different. Once the transition exit fires, the NWA goes to
a terminated state. From this state, the NWA is dead, which breaks the well
nested structure.

3.6.4

Flattened automata model of WS-BPEL process

We use boolean operations of automata, e.g., intersection, difference, to test
some control flow properties of a WS-BPEL process, e.g., to determine further
interactions of at a specific state. These operations are based on traditional automata, thus, we maintain a flattened automaton by ignoring hierarchical information. Given an NWA (Q, q0 , Qf , P, p0 , Pf , δc , δi , δr ) over the alphabet Σ, the
<invoke> req#m1

resp#m2

</invoke>

Figure 3.18: NWA model of invoke activity
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corresponding flattened automaton is A(Q, q0 , Qf , Σ, δ), where Q, q0 , Qf and Σ
are the same as in the NWA, and the transition function δ is defined as:
1. δ(qi1 , a) = qi2 , if the NWA has an internal transition δi (qi1 , a) = qi2 .
2. δ(qc1 , a) = qc2 , if the NWA has a call transition δc (qc1 , a) = (p, qc2 ).
3. δ(qr1 , a) = qr2 , if the NWA has a return transition δr (qr1 , p, a) = qr2 .
Both call and return transitions are treated as flat transitions so that the hierarchical relationship between state is not considered in the flattened model.

3.7

Conclusions

This chapter presents the general concepts and models which are used throughout this thesis. Our process transformation based solution is specific to the
state types which is defined at the beginning of this chapter. The transformation method works at model level. We have proposed a Petri net model and an
NWA model to provide a formal basis upon which the transformation is based.

CHAPTER 4

Recovery of pending request failure

This chapter presents our solution for the pending request failure. As introduced
in Chapter 1, a pending request failure is caused by the initiator, whose system
crashes after sending a synchronous request message and before receipt of the
corresponding response message. For example, if a user submits an order for
a flight reservation, the browser may crash without receiving any result. The
solutions for this failure depend on the shared state types, i.e., how state is
shared between business processes and their runtime instances, as described
in chapter 3.
In this section, several languages/notations are used for different purposes.
The UML sequence diagram is used to illustrate the interaction failures and
our high level idea of recovery solution. The graphical notation of business
process is used to present our recovery solution. The Web Services Business
Process Execution Language (WS - BPEL) code is used to illustrate some implementation details. The Petri net models form a basis for correctness validation.
The purposes of these languages are shown in Figure 4.1.
For each shared state type, we use one section to present our solution. This
chapter is structured as follows. The pending request failure is introduced in
Section 4.1. Our solution for state type 1 : 1 and n : 1 are presented in Sections
4.2 and Section 4.3 respectively. The solution for the other two state types is
discussed in Section 4.4 and 4.5. This chapter is concluded in Section 4.6.

4.1

Pending request failure

The pending request failure is depicted in Figure 4.2 after sending a synchronous
request message. Due to an initiator system crash, the network connection
cannot deliver the response message to the initiator, which leaves the request
message (reqM sg) pending.
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Figure 4.1: Purposes of languages/notations
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Figure 4.2: Pending request failure

According to our experimental experience, the responder ignores this failure in the default mode of the well-known process engines such as Apache
ODE, and Oracle SOA Suite. The responder sends the response message and
continues execution. However, after an initiator system restart, the initiator
waits for a response message until a timeout. At process language level, a
catchable exception will be thrown by the process engine (a software that executes business process). The pending request failure can be produced as follows.
1. Initiator sends a synchronous request message.
2. Responder receives the request message, starts processing while initiator
waits for the response.
3. Initiator system crashes.
4. Responder finished processing, sends the response message and contin-
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Figure 4.3: 1 : 1 state type

ues execution.
5. The network cannot deliver the response message to initiator and the
response message is lost.
6. Initiator system restarts, it continues to wait for the response message,
until timeout, then an exception is thrown, which is catchable at process
language level.

4.2

Pending request failure recovery for shared state
type 1 : 1

The concept of the 1 : 1 state type is shown as Figure 4.3. At runtime, the
initiator process may have three running instances, represented as ellipses. The
responder process may have three running instances, represented as circles.
Each initiator process instance synchronizes its state with a single responder
instance (1-1) and vice versa. The state information is private to each initiatorresponder instance pair.
If a pending request failure happens, the responder can continue execution
until the point of waiting for the next incoming message (if any), which is from
the crashed initiator. Due to the 1 : 1 shared state type, no message from other
initiator instances will be sent to this responder instance.
Our idea of recovery is that the initiator resends the request after a system restarts, and that the responder, after receiving the resent request message,
uses a cached response message as a reply [89, 90]. The transformation of the
responder is based on the further interaction, to make the further interaction
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Figure 4.4: An overview of our recovery method, original processes

able to accept the failure resent message and to use the cached response in the
reply.
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Generally speaking, for a business process interaction where failure may
happen, there are three kinds of possible further interaction. The first kind is
a determinate further interaction. The solution for this case is presented in
subsection 4.2.1. The second kind is an indeterminate further interaction. In
this case the process control flow is complex and has multiple possible next incoming messages, possibly due to the arbitrary combination of the conditional
control flow and while iteration. This will be further explored in subsections
4.2.2-4.2.4. Finally, the failed interaction could be the final interaction. In this
case, there is no further interaction. The solution of this case is discussed in
subsection 4.2.5.

4.2.1

Recovery on determinate further interaction

In this subsection we assume that a determinate further interaction is the next
interaction in a sequence control flow. We present the original behavior when a
pending request failure occurs and the corresponding robust business process.
Figure 4.4a shows the process behavior of a synchronous interaction followed
by an arbitrary further interaction, represented by a one way message. On the
initiator side, a synchonous interaction is denoted by the invoke activity “invoke1”, while on the responder side, the activities “receiveM1” and “replyM2”
are used to accept the request message and send the response message. A
pending request failure is marked as XReq on initiator side (see Figure 4.4b), in
the middle of the invoke activity “invoke1”. However, the responder is ignorant of this failure and continues execution, until blocked waiting for a further
incoming message.
The transformed processes are shown as Figure 4.5. On the initiator side,
inside a while iteration called “Retry Invoke”, we put a scope activity with a
fault handler. When the pending request failure happens, the fault handler will
be triggered, where an wait activity will delay the execution of the process. The
outside while iteration will make the request sent again. If no failure happens,
the variable retry will be set to 0 to end the while iteration. On the responder
side, the receive activity “receiveM2” is replaced by a while iteration with a pick
branch in it. The while iteration is used to process the possible request resent by
the initiator due to failure. On the left hand side of the pick branch, the activities
“receiveM1” and “replyM2” are used to respond to the request resent from the
initiator. Note that the process will not process the resent request message
(as this has already been done), but only replies with the previous response
message. On the right hand side of the pick branch, the activity “receiveM3”
represents possible processes further interaction. In case that the message for a
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Figure 4.5: An overview of our recovery method, robust processes

further interaction is sent and the receive activity “receiveM3” is executed, this
implies that the initiator has received the previous response. We then assign
the process variable $P R = 0 to end the while iteration.
The following Petri nets models of interactions and our corresponding failures are used for correctness validation. How these formal models are used is
presented in section 8.
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Figure 4.6: Petri net model of the original behavior with a pending request failure

Petri net representation of the failure model
The Petri net model of the original behavior with occurrence of a pending request failure (see Figure 4.4b) is shown in Figure 4.6. The transitions t_ch1
and t_ch2 are the model of the communication channel between initiator and
responder. The left hand side is the model of invoke activity of an initiator.
The places p_v1, . . . , p_v4 represent the four process variables, where the process variables represented by places p_v1 and p_v2 are read and written by
the invoke activity of the initiator. The place p_v3 represents the process variable written by the receive activity of the responder. The place p_v4 represents
the process variable read by the reply activity of the responder. The places
p_m1, . . . , p_m4 are the model of the messages and the places p_c1, . . . , p_c7
represent the process control flow. The transitions t_inv1 and t_inv2 model
that the initiator sends and receives the messages. The transitions t_rec and
t_rep is the model that the responder receives and replies messages. The transition t_any can be replaced by any sub Petri net to represent the processing of
the request message. The initiator system crash is represented as a transition
t_req. If this transition fires, a token is taken from the place p_c2 to represent
that the initiator has deviated from the normal control flow. Another token is
taken from p_m2 to represent the response message loss. A token is put into
the place p_req to indicate that pending request failure happens.
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Figure 4.7: Petri net model of pending request failure recovery

Robust process model
The Petri net model of the transformed process for pending request synchronization failure is presented in Figure 4.7. The pending request synchronization failure happens when the initiator crashes during a synchronous exchange.
The basic idea of our synchronization mechanism for pending request failure
is based on message resending. The initiator process should resend the request
once it recovers. If the responder process receives the same synchronous request message multiple times, it should send the response for each request.
One problem behind this idea is that if the initiator process fails after send-
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ing the request (transition t_req in Figure 4.6), the responder process may still
send the response and continue its execution (transition t_rep occurs in Figure
4.6). If this synchronous exchange is the final interaction between the two processes, the responder process may terminate its instance after the synchronous
exchange. Therefore, our synchronization mechanism works based on the assumption that there will be an additional interaction between the initiator and
the responder, represented as t_inv_next and t_rec_m3 in Figure 4.7.
In order to make recovery possible, the transitions added to the original
behavior are represented as black boxes. Divided by the channel transitions
t_ch1, t_ch2 and t_ch3, the left side corresponds to the Petri net model of
the initiator process and the right side corresponds to the responder process.
Places p_c1, p_c2, p_c3 and p_c8 represent the control dependencies of the
initiator process. Process variables are represented by places p_v1, p_v2 and
p_v5. Sent and received messages are represented by places p_m1, p_m2 and
p_m5. After the initiator process has sent the request message (transition t_inv1
fires) but has not received yet the response message (a token in place p_c2),
firing the transition t_req introduces a token in place p_req, representing a
pending request synchronization failure observable by the initiator process.
The control dependency of the responder process is represented by the places
p_c4, . . . , p_c7, p_c9, . . . , p_c12. Places p_v3, p_v4 and p_retry are process variables. The places p_m3, p_m4 and p_m6 represent the messages. The transition
t_rec, t_any and t_rep represent the receiving, processing and replying of the
synchronous interaction.
The transformed responder process model is specified as follows. The process variable p_retry is initialized to true by default. The conditions of the following while iteration are represented as t_true and t_f alse. The pick branches
end with a token put into place p_c12. If the synchronous request message is
sent by the initiator multiple times (transition t_rec_m3 fires), the responder
process sends a reply message without processing the message (firing of transition t_rep_m4). If the responder process receives a message for further interaction (transition t_rec_m6 fires), the assignment activity modeled by transition
t_assg changes condition variable p_retry in order to end the while iteration.

4.2.2

Recovery on indeterminate further interaction

The solution of recovery from a pending request failure presented above has an
implicit assumption that the type of the next incoming message is determinate,
i.e., there is exactly one possible further interaction in the control flow. However, in some processes this is not the case. Let’s consider an example of orig-
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<while>
<condition>…</condition>
<receive variable=”m1” />
<reply variable=”m2” />
<receive variable=”m3” />
<reply variable=”m4” />
</while>
<receive variable=”m5” />

Figure 4.8: Indeterminate further interaction in the original responder behavior, an
illustration

inal responder behavior [91], illustrated in Figure 4.8: if the process receives
message m3 and then replies with message m4, the possible next incoming
messages are:
1. The message m1, because of another iteration of the while loop;
2. The message m5, because the condition variable does not allow another
iteration of the while loop.
3. The message m3, because of a resent request message due to a pending
request failure on the client side;
For this process, a robust process acquired based on Figure 4.5 does not
apply because of the indeterminate further interaction, which could be incoming message m1, m3 or m5. However, for this simple process, we can easily
infer all the possible process interactions, and then acquire robust process, as
shown in Figure 4.9. One possible further interaction, the receipt of message
m1, is replaced by a pick activity nested in a while iteration to process the possible resent message m3 as well as the message m1. In the pick activity, we
add one onMessage branch to accept the resent message m3 and use the message m4 as the response. The variable $succ is used as a while condition flag,
which is assigned to 1 only when the initiator sends the request for the next
interaction (the second onMessage branch that receives message m1). However,
a resent message could be sent multiple times before the response is ultimately
received. We nest the pick activity in a while to cope with the duplicate resent
message. Similarly, another possible further interaction, the receive of message
m5, is replaced by another while iteration. However, a general mechanism is
required that whenever a message is replied (m4 in the above case), all possible further interactions can be identified (m1 and m5 in the above case) and
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<while>
<condition>…</condition>
<receive name=”m1” />
<reply name=”m2” />
<receive name=”m3” />
<reply name=”m4” />
</while>
<receive name=”m5” />
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<assign>$succ=0</assign>
<while>
<condition>$succ==0</condition>
<pick>
<onMessage variable="m3">
<reply variable=”m4”/>
</onMessage>
<onMessage variable="m1">
<assign>$succ:=1</assign>
</onMessage>
</pick>
</while>
<assign>$succ=0</assign>
<while>
<condition>$succ==0</condition>
<pick>
<onMessage variable="m3">
<reply variable=”m4”/>
</onMessage>
<onMessage variable="m5">
<assign>$succ:=1</assign>
</onMessage>
</pick>
</while>

Figure 4.9: Indeterminate further interaction, an illustration

equipped with the capability of accepting the resent message (m3) and reply
with the previous cached response (m4 again).

4.2.3

The robust responder process

For a WS-BPEL process, given its NWA model (Q, q0 , Qf , P, p0 .Pf , δc , δi , δr ) over
the alphabet Σ, we assume that the alphabet that represents the response messages is Σresp and the alphabet that represents the request messages is Σreq ,
thus Σreq ⊆ Σ and Σresp ⊆ Σ. The transformation algorithm is as Figure 4.10.
The algorithm iterates through all combinations of a state q, a request message ?mreq and a response message !mresp . In line 2, we check if the message
pair (?mreq , !mresp ) corresponds to the request and response for a synchronous
operation and at state q, the response message !mresp is sent, represented by a
transition δi (q, !mresp ). This is the failure point that the response message may
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1:
2:

for all q ∈ Q, ?mreq ∈ Σreq and !mresp ∈ Σresp do
if (mreq , mresp ) is a synchronous message pair and δi (q, !mresp ) is defined in NWA then
save_reply(q, !mresp )
N ← next_receive(q, !mresp )
for all ?mnext ∈ N and qnext ∈ Q do
if δi (qnext , ?mnext ) is defined in NWA then
transf orm_receive(qnext , ?mnext )
else if δc (qnext , ?mnext ) is defined in NWA then
transf orm_pick(qnext , ?mnext )
end if
end for
end if
end for

3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

Figure 4.10: Responder process transformation algorithm

be lost due to interaction failures and where our transformation method applies.
As defined in line 3, we first make a copy of the response message, as shown
in Figure 4.11. The NWA model of reply activity in Figure 4.11a is replaced by
an NWA model of a sequence activity in Figure 4.11b, in which a reply activity
model and an assign activity model are nested. The assign activity model represents the copy of the reply message into the variable mcopy . In order to process the possible resent request message ?mreq due to the lost of the message
!mresp sent at state q, we calculate the set of all possible next incoming messages, which is defined as next_receive(q, !mresp ) in line 4. We construct an
automaton A(!mresp , ?mnext ) as in Figure 4.12 to describe that a process replies
with a message !mresp and waits for some possible next incoming message
?mnext . δ(q0 , !mresp ) = q1 models the reply of the response message !mresp .
δ(q1 , Σ/Σreq ) = q1 represents some process execution in which no messages are
received. δ(q1 , ?mnext ) = q2 represents that the process receives an incoming
message ?mnext . δ(q2 , Σ) = q2 models any process execution. For the process
NWA model, at some state q, a reply of a message !mresp is represented by an
internal transition δi (q, mresp ). We change the initial state of the process NWA
model to from q0 to q, and call this automaton NWA(q). Starting at q, after replying the message !mresp , if one possible next incoming message is ?mnext ,
then NWA(q) ∩ A(!mresp , ?mnext ) 6= ∅, i.e., the process modeled by NWA has
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</seq>

(b) Transformed reply activity

Figure 4.11: Responder process transformation, reply activity

Σ/Σrec
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Σ
q2

Figure 4.12: The automaton A(!mi , ?mnext )

the behavior described by A(!mresp , ?mnext ).
The intersection operation ∩ between an NWA and an finite state automaton
is defined to check whether the business process modeled by the NWA has
the message sending and receiving behavior modeled by the automaton. The
intersection operation is based on finite state automata. We “flatten” an NWA
to a finite state automaton by skipping hierarchical information, described as
follows. Given a NWA (Q, q0 , Qf , P, p0 , Pf , δc , δi , δr ) over the alphabet Σ, the
“flattened” automaton is A(Q, q0 , Qf , Σ, δ), where Q, q0 , Qf and Σ are the same
as the NWA, the transition function δ is defined as
1. δ(qi1 , a) = qi2 , if the NWA has an internal transition δi (qi1 , a) = qi2 .
2. δ(qc1 , a) = qc2 , if the NWA has a call transition δc (qc1 , a) = (p, qc2 ).
3. δ(qr1 , a) = qr2 , if the NWA has a return transition δr (qr1 , p, a) = qr2 .
Both call transitions and return transition are treated as flat transitions that
the hierarchical state p is not considered. The intersection operation can be
done between two finite state automata, as defined in [87]. We define the set of
all possible next incoming messages as
next_receive(q, !mresp )
= {?mnext |?mnext ∈ Σreq ∧ NWA(q) ∩ A(!mresp , ?mnext ) 6= ∅}.
For all ?mnext ∈ next_receive(q, !mresp ) and qnext ∈ Q, if at the state qnext
the next incoming message ?mnext is received, two cases of transition may
be defined in NWA: in a model of a receive activity as an internal transition
δi (qnext , ?mnext ) or in the model of a pick activity as a call transition
δc (qnext , ?mnext ). For the first case (line 6), as shown in Figure 4.13a, the procedure transf orm_receive(qnext , ?mnext ) is introduced as follows. We replace
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Figure 4.13: Responder process transformation, receive activity

the transition with a pick activity with two branches, as shown in Figure 4.13b.
One onMessage branch models the receive of the resent message ?mreq and the
reply of the result message mcopy . The other onMessage branch models the receive of the message ?mnext , and after that we set the flag success to true to
indicate that the previous interaction is finished successfully. However, a possible loss of the response message mcopy triggers multiple resending of the request mreq . Therefore, the pick activity is defined in a while iteration so that
multiple requests ?mreq can be accepted. Figure 4.13c shows that the while iteration ends when the flag success is set to true.
For the second case (line 8), as shown in Figure 4.14a, the message ?mnext
is one of the messages in m1 , ..., mn . Figure 4.14b shows that we then add a
call transition <?mreq > to model that the process accepts the resent message,
and an internal transition !mcopy to represent the reply using a copy of the
previously cached result mcopy . In the other branches, the nested NWA(act) is
replaced by the model of a sequence activity, in which we model the assignment
of the flag variable success to true, followed by the original NWA(act). Similarly,
in order to cope with a possible loss of the response message mcopy , the pick
activity model is nested in a while iteration to handle multiple resent messages,
as shown in Figure 4.13c.
After the transformation, at some states the responder can receive more
messages than the original process, because the resent message can be accepted
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Figure 4.14: Responder process transformation, pick activity

and be replied. However, the request is not processed again. In this sense,
we do not give malicious initiators any chance of jeopardizing the process by
changing the sequence of requests or sending the same request multiple times.
Recoverable assumption
Assume that (?mreq , !mresp ) is a pair of synchronous request and response messages, the process receives request message ?mreq , then at state q, the process
sends the response message !mresp . However, if ?mreq ∈ next_receive(q, mresp ),
then one of the next possible messages is still ?mreq , in this case, the responder cannot distinguish a resent message due to a failure from a normal request
message. Thus we have to require that in the process design the condition
?mreq ∈
/ next_receive(q, !mresp ) can be met. However, by following a few process design principles during the design of the original process, this condition
can be met. An example is, a split of message ?mreq into two different messages, ?mreq1 and ?mreq2 (for example, one message is used to send request,
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the other asks for results). The initiator sends the two messages back to back.
If a responder receives ?mreq1 , then it waits for ?mreq2 , rather than waiting for
?mreq1 again.

4.2.4

The robust initiator process

The initiator starts the interaction by executing the invoke activity. An invoke
activity, which is shown as Figure 4.15a, is replaced by the model of a scope
activity, which consists of an NWA of a fault handler and a sequence activity
model. Nested in the sequence activity model there is the model of the original invoke activity, followed by an assignment of the f alse value to a process
variable w. The NWA of the scope activity is nested in a while activity model.
The whole model represents the process behavior of invocation. If failure
happens and gets caught by the fault handler, the process waits for a specific
time period and finishes the scope activity, then the outside while makes the invoke activity be executed again, until it finishes successfully and the variable w
is assigned to f alse. The possible interaction failure is modeled as the transition fail. This is a reasonable failure model since that if a failure happens the
control flow is deviated from the normal flow to the end of the scope to which
a fault handler is attached, rather than leading the process to an exceptional
end.

4.2.5

Recovery on no further interaction

The solution of recovering from a pending request failure so far has been based
on the occurrence of a further interaction after a request message has been
accepted and replied. However, if the reply that belongs to the failed synchronous call is the last interaction of the responder process, then the responder will terminate immediately after it has sent the response message. The
initiator and re-sends the request after is has restarted. The request cannot be
processed by a terminated responder instance.
Hence, the problem here is how to achieve sending a final response message, using the cached response, for a terminated process instance. Several
ideas are discussed below:
1. Achieve caching response at engine level: caching the terminated instance responses by process engine. If the request mapped to a terminated instance, the cache response is sent by engine. However, an engine
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(c) Transformed initiator, part II

Figure 4.15: Initiator process transformation

specific implementation will not migrate between different runtime environments.
2. Achieve caching response at process level: we implement a standalone
process used as a caching support process. The process provides services like cache operations. The implementation may involve a backend
database to store the cached messages.
Generally speaking, by following a few process design guidelines, when
there is no further interaction, the occurrence of the pending request failure
can be avoided, i.e., when the final interaction is finished, all process instances
are safe to be terminated . Possible design guidelines are discussed as follows:
1. Only one party can make the decision to terminate all partner instances:
e.g., only the client can decide when the server instance can be terminated. In this way, if the client crashes, it will recover and re-send the
request, and it will allow the server to terminate the instance only after it
has received the final response.
2. A time based termination. A time interval can be coordinated, the server
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Figure 4.16: n : 1 state type

instance should wait until a time out. Then the server can terminate its
instance. This is implementable at a technical level, however, this is not
preferred because a further coordination is required, making our solution
similar to the transactional approach [58, 56, 57].
However, the detailed implementation of these guidelines are out of the scope
of this thesis.

4.3

Pending request failure recovery for shared state
type n : 1

In previous section, we have considered the coordination scenarios where the
effects of the state changes in one collaboration do not affect other collaborations. In this section, we focus on a responder process instance collaborating
with multiple initiator process instances, where one collaboration may affect
another collaboration.
The concept of the n : 1 state type is shown as Figure 4.16. At runtime,
the initiator process may have four running instances, represented as ellipses.
The responder process may have two running instances, represented as circles. Each initiator process instance synchronizes its state with a single responder instance (1-1), while globally one responder instance interact with multiple
initiator instances (n-1). The state information is shared between initiator instances, while the number of the responder instance is static (could be one or
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Figure 4.17: Caching response message

more, but it is a fixed number at runtime).
Figure 4.17a illustrates the pending request failure with a ticket selling process
and multiple initiator processes. At runtime, each initiator process may have
multiple instances (initiator1, initiator2), which submit order messages (order1,
order2). The initiator1 process may crash after submitting the order1 message
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without receiving the result1 response message. At a certain state s1, the ticket
process receives the order1 message, changes its state to s2 and sends the result1
response. However, the response is not received by the client1 due to the crash.
The initiator2 process submits message order2 to the ticket process afterwards.
The ticket process changes its state to s2’. Now, the initiator1 process re-submits
the order after recovery. By re-processing the same order at state s2’, the ticket
process will reply with a different result’, which may incur state inconsistency.
Some operations can be safely repeated. A request that has this property is
called “idempotent” [7]. For example, a request asking for weather information can be repeated as many times as possible. However, the ticket subscription operation described above that receives the order submission does not
have this property. First, the ticket process state changes to s2, but initiator1
does not change its state accordingly. Second, the ticket process further changes
its state to s2’ after interaction with initiator2. The solution in the previous section cannot be directly applied because the collaboration between initiator1 and
ticket process is affected by the collaboration between initiator2 and ticket process.
After the crash of initiator1, the state of ticket process is further changed. After a
restart of initiator1 and a resend of order1, the ticket process cannot use a copy of
the previous result because it is further changed by the collaboration between
initiator2 and ticket process.

Our basic idea to solve the problem is that whenever the state of a business
process changes, the response message is cached [92, 93]. As shown in Figure
4.17b, after a state change from s1 to s2, the ticket process caches result1. When
initiator1 re-submits order1 after recovery, the ticket process uses cached result1
as response to restore state consistency.

The state of a business process is described by the values of the process
variables. In order to identify process state as a subset of the process variables,
we model processes using Petri nets [94] to extract the data dependencies. In
subsection 4.3.1, we propose state identification criteria and we represent them
based on the Petri nets model of the business processes. The original processes
can be (automatically) transformed into their synchronization-enabled counterparts via process transformations, which is described in subsection 4.3.2.
The transformation is done in such a way that in the resulting processes possible state inconsistencies are recognized and compensated by state-caching, and
these processes retry failed interactions based on the contents of the cache.
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Figure 4.18: Snippet of Ticket Process

4.3.1

State determination criteria

Inbound message activity
In order to identify the synchronous operation boundaries, which is the begin and end of the control flow of a synchronous operation, we introduce the
concept of Inbound Message Activity (IMA) in WS-BPEL. IMAs are activities in
which messages are received from partners, and consists of the activities receive
and pick. Other types of IMAs, like eventhandlers, are out scope of this paper.
The control boundary of a synchronous process operation starts with an IMA
and ends with a reply activity.
Outbound Message Activity (OMA) replies the response message, and consists of the activities invoke and reply.
IMA s and OMA s correspond to the begin and end of the control boundary
of a synchronous process operation, respectively. If a state variable is identified for a synchronous process operation, we cache the response message. We
will use a ticket subscribing process to illustrate our criteria to identify process
state variables. As shown in Figure 4.18, the core of the process is a pick activity.
Three onMessage handlers are nested inside the pick activity for the corresponding message type: “subscribe” for the subscription operation; “revoke” for the
ticket revoke operation and “termination” to end the business process. The pick
activity is nested in a while activity, allowing the process operations “subscribe”
and “revoke” to be executed multiple times.
Below we discuss the criteria used inside the control boundary of a process
operation.
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Figure 4.19: Criterion Automaton of Read Before Write

Inside process operation criterion: read before write
The process variables that describe the state of a business process should be
read first and written afterwards. Formally, in Figure 4.19, this criterion is presented as an automaton with the alphabet {read(v), write(v), ∗}, where read(v)
and write(v) denote the reading and writing of the process variables v, respectively. State 0 denotes the initial state, State 1 denotes the state in which the
process variable v is read but not being written, and State 2 is the accepted
state, which represents that variable v is read first and written afterwards.
We discuss the use of the criteria automaton to check the Petri net model in
subsection 4.3.2.
Inside process operation criterion: circular dependency
The data flow denoted by the bold arcs in the Petri Net representation of the
places should form a cycle, and the places representing the state variables should
be included in this cycle. The Petri Net model of the operation “subscribe” of
the ticket process is shown in Figure 4.20. The data flow path true, inT, assg2,
sub, assg1, ticket, true forms a cycle, where two places representing variables
can be found: sub and ticket, which are considered as state variables.
Cross-process operation criteria
If a variable v has its value written inside an operation and read outside the operation afterwards, v should considered as a state variable. Without loss of generality, for a specific synchronous process operation, say, the subscribe
ticket
P
process operation,
we
can
construct
a
criteria
automaton
{q
,
Q,
F,
,
δ},
with
0
P
the alphabet
= {IM A_subscribe, OM A_subscribe, r_history, w_history} for
a process variable $history. IM A_subscribe represents the receive activity, while
OM A_subscribe represents the reply activity. r_history is an assignment activity that reads the value of $history and w_history is an assignment activity
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Figure 4.20: Petri Net of Subscribe Operation of the Ticket Process

that writes the value of $history. We define state set Q to contain five states,
indexed from 0 to 4. The initial state q0 is state 0. The final state set is {4}.
Figure 4.21 shows the automaton constructured in this way. The transition
function δ is specified as follows:
1. From state 0: IM A_subscribe leads to state 1; Stay in state 0 otherwise.
2. From state 1: OM A_subscribe leads to state 0; w_history leads to state 2;
Stay in state 1 otherwise.
3. From state 2: OM A_subscribe leads to state 3; Stay in state 2 otherwise.
4. From state 3: w_history leads to state 0; r_history leads to state 4. Stay in
state 3 otherwise.
5. From state 4: Stay in state 4 for any element of

P
.

We discuss the use of the above automaton to check the Petri net model in
subsection 4.3.2.
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Figure 4.21: Automaton Model of Cross Process Operation Criteria

4.3.2

Implementation details

The architecture of our prototype implementation is shown in Figure 4.22. We
implemented the state determination criteria proposed in Section 4.3.1 in the
State Dependency Analysis module to determine the state information. The
result is used to decide whether to trigger the process transformation. The
Process Transformation module performs the actual process transformation to
cache the response message to achieve robust client/server interaction.
State Dependency Analysis Module
At the bottom layer is the CPN Simulation Module and the Automaton Class
Library of our architecture in Figure 4.22. The CPN Simulation Module generates the Occurrence Graph model from the Petri Net model. Inside this module, the Access/CPN Class Library provides the Petri Net simulation support
and the Graph Search Library provides graph representation support. The Occurrence Graph generation algorithm implemented in the State Space Generation Module is presented below.
1
Init : Queue : Q ⇐ Empty,
2
add init marking m0 to Graph : G
3
Enqueue(Q, m0)
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Figure 4.22: Architecture of Prototype Implementation

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

while(Q is not empty) do
marking u ⇐ Dequeue(Q)
for(each v in directly reachable markings
f rom u) do
if(v is not in G) then
Enqueue(v, G)
add v to G
add < u, v > to G

In the middle layer, the occurrence graph is mapped to the automaton. Figure 4.23 shows how Petri Nets concepts are mapped to automaton concepts.
The Petri Net transitions are annotated with the names of the business activities, so when the Petri Net transition set is mapped to the automaton alphabet,
an additional alphabet Σ0 is required as input. If the transition name is in Σ0 ,
the Petri Net transition is mapped to the corresponding automaton transition.
If not, the Petri Net transition is mapped to an  automata transition. We then
transform the Non-deterministic Finite Automaton (NFA) containing the  to
a Deterministic Finite Automaton. Finally, we calculate the intersection of the
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Occurrence Graph:

CPN Automaton:

 Initial marking
 Reachable Markings
 Dead markings
 Transitions
 Transition Annotations

 Initial state
 States
 Accepted states
 Transitions
 Alphabet

Figure 4.23: A Mapping from Occurrence Graph to Automaton

DFA with the criteria automata in order to determine the necessary state information.
Process Transformation Module
As shown in Figure 4.24a, a synchronous operation receives a message, performs some processing and then replies. Our transformation replaces the processing and reply by an if activity, where the condition of the if activity checks
whether the request message has been cached before. If the message is cached,
the process uses the cached response as reply. If the message is not cached,
which implies that the message was sent for the first time, the message is processed. The response message is cached and replied.
The data structure of the cache is declared as an array of cached items. Each
item is a <request, response> value pair. The cache structure is declared as an
XSD definition in WSDL. In the WS-BPEL process, the cache is declared as a
variable. Three cache operations are required: 1) Given a request message,
check whether the corresponding response message is cached. 2) Given a request, get the corresponding response. 3) Given a value pair of request and
corresponding response messages, add it to the cache.
The cache data operation is implemented as a XSLT transformation. An
assign activity to check whether the request is cached is shown in the following
WS-BPEL code:
<bpel:assign>
<bpel:copy>
< b p e l : f r o m >b pe l : d oX s l T r an s f o rm (
testCached . xsl ,
$ cache , cacheItem ,
$ r e q u e s t . payload )
</ b p e l : f r o m >
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Figure 4.24: Cache Based Process Transformation Details

<bpel:to
v a r i a b l e =foundCachedReques />
</ b p e l : c o p y >
</ b p e l : a s s i g n >

The from part of the assignment activity is the BPEL function doXslTransform()
with the request message and $cache as its parameters. Variable $f oundCachedReques
contains the result.

4.4

Pending request failure recovery for shared state
type 1 : n

The concept of the 1 : n state type is shown as Figure 4.25. At runtime, the initiator process may have two running instances, represented as ellipses. The
responder process may have four running instances, represented as circles.
Each initiator process instance synchronizes its state with multiple responder
instances (1-n), while globally one responder instance interact with one initiator instance (1-1). The state information is private to each initiator instance, but
shared between multiple server instances.
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Figure 4.25: 1 : n state type
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Figure 4.26: Pending request failure of state type 1 : n

The pending request failure of shared state type 1 : n is marked as X in Figure 4.26. The solution in section 4.2 can be applied because that after the initiator system crash, there is no further interaction between initiator and responder1,
thus after the initiator system restart, a request resent from the initiator will be
replied with the previous result.

4.5

Pending request failure recovery for shared state
type m : n

The concept of the m : n state type is shown as Figure 4.27. At runtime, the
initiator process may have two running instances, represented as ellipses. The
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Figure 4.27: m : n state type
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Figure 4.28: Pending request failure of state type m : n

responder process may have three running instances, represented as circles.
Each initiator process instance synchronizes its state with multiple responder
instances (1-n), while each responder instance interact with multiple initiator
instance (n-1). The state information is shared between all running instances.
The pending request failure of shared state type m : n marked as X in Figure
4.28. The solution in section 4.3 can be applied because that after the initiator1
system crash, although there is further interaction between initiator2 and responder1, after the initiator1 system restart, a request resent from the initiator
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will be replied with the previous cached result.

4.6

Conclusions

Pending request failure is a very common interaction failure caused by an initiator system crash. In this section, we have presented a solution to the pending
request failure, i.e., we have proposed a robust behavior for the involved initiator and responder instances such that state inconsistencies will be resolved
in case of occurrence of such failures.
The recovery from a pending request failure depends on the four shared
state types, i.e., how state information is shared between the process instances
at runtime. The four shared state types are:
1 : 1 shared state type. The state information is shared between one initiator
instance and one responder instance. The recovery method is that the initiator
resends the request message while the responder uses a copy of the previous
result as a response without reprocessing the duplicate request message.
n : 1 shared state type. The state information is shared between multiple initiator instances and one responder instance. The difficulty is that if one initiator
system crashes, the interaction between other running initiator instances and
the responder instance may further change the responder state and overwrite
the previous interaction result, which makes using the previous result as a reply impossible. The recovery method is to cache the response message when
the responder system state changes, and to use the cached response message
as a response for a resent request message due to failure. This is a general solution that can be applied to 1 : 1 shared state type. However, the cache related
operations make the solution performance lower (see Table 8.1 in chapter 8)
than the solution proposed for 1 : 1 shared state type.
1 : n shared state type The state information is shared between one initiator
instance and multiple responder instances. The solution of state type 1 : 1 can
be applied because if initiator system crashes, all responder instances cannot
interact with the corresponding initiator instances. Thus one interaction does
not affect another interaction, just the same as the case of 1 : 1 shared state type.
m : n shared state type The state information is shared between multiple initiator instances and multiple responder instances. The solution of state type n
: 1 can be applied because if one of the initiator system crashes, the other initiator instances may interact with the responder instance. Thus one interaction
may affect another interaction, just the same as the case of n : 1 state type.

CHAPTER 5

Recovery of pending response failure

This chapter presents our solution for the pending response failure. As introduced in Chapter 1, a pending response failure is caused by a crash of the
responder system or by a failure of the network before the response message
could be delivered. The solution for this failure depends on shared state types,
i.e., how state is shared between business processes and their runtime instances.
For each shared state type, we use one section to present our solution.
In this section, several languages/notations are used for different purposes.
The UML sequence diagram is used to illustrate the interaction failures and
our high level idea of recovery solution. The graphical notation of business
process is used to present our recovery solution. The Web Services Business
Process Execution Language (WS - BPEL) code is used to illustrate some implementation details. The Petri net models form a basis for correctness validation.
The purposes of these languages are shown in Figure 5.1.
This chapter is further structured as follows. The pending response failure
is introduced in Section 5.1. Our solution for state type 1 : 1 and n : 1 are
presented in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. The solutions for the shared state types 1 :
n and m : n are discussed in Section 5.4 and 5.5. This chapter is concluded in
Section 5.6.

5.1

Pending response failure

The pending response failures are marked as XS and XN in Figure 5.2. XS is
a pending response failure caused by a responder system crash. XN is caused
by a network failure. In both cases, the response message is not sent or lost.
According to our experimental experience, as is shown in Table 5.1, the
initiator is aware of the failure by waiting until timeout while the responder
continues execution after a restart. The experiment entials two process engin-
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<sequence>
<assign />
<if>
<condition />
<invoke />
</if>
</sequence>
Sequence diagram:
interaction failures;
idea of recovery

Graphical notation:
our solution

WS-BPEL code:
Implementation
details

Petri nets:
A basis for
correctness validation

Figure 5.1: Purposes of languages/notations

Intiator

Responder

Intiator

Responder
reqMsg

reqMsg

respMsg

XS

(a) Pending response failure caused by
system crash

XN

respMsg

(b) Pending response failure caused by
network failure

Figure 5.2: Pending response failure

ers, namely Apache ODE and Oracle SOA Suite. The two process engines are
set up in two physical systems. In the first experiment, the Oracle SOA suite is
the client while the Apache ODE is the server. In the second experiment, the
Apache ODE is used as client while the Oracle SOA suite is the server. On the
client side, a catchable exception is thrown at process language level. However,
on the responder side, the two famous process engines will send the response
message and continue execution (after a restart in the case of responder system crash), although the connection is lost and the initiator cannot receive the
response message.
The pending request failure can be produced as follows.
1. Initiator sends a synchronous request message.
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Table 5.1: Process Engine Behavior under Pending Response Failure

Process engines

Server crash

Server restart

Client: Oracle
SOA suite

Client instance exception

Client instance exception
not handled

Server: Apache
ODE

Server crashes

Server instance complete
without error

Client: Apache
ODE

Client instance waiting
until timeout

Client instance exception
not handled

Server: Oracle
SOA suite

2. Responder receives the request message, starts processing while initiator
waits for the response.
3. Responder system crashes or a network failure happens. In both cases,
the established network connections are aborted and the expected response message will not be delivered to the initiator.
4. Initiator waits until timeout, then an exception is thrown, which is catchable at process language level.
5. In case of a responder system crash, responder sends the response message and continues execution after a restart of the responder system.

5.2

Pending response failure recovery for shared state
type 1 : 1

The concept of the 1 : 1 shared state type is shown as Figure 5.3. At runtime, the
initiator process may have three running instances, represented as ellipses. The
responder process may have three running instances, represented as circles.
Each initiator process instance synchronizes its state with a single responder
instance (1-1) and vice versa. The state information is 1 : 1 to the initiatorresponder instance pair.
As is shown in Figure 5.4a, a responder design of nested activities between
the request and the response increases the possibility of the pending response
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failure. It receives a request, processes it using some activities nested between
the request and the response. System crashes or network failures may happen
before sending the response. The responder system crash will halt the execution of the responder process. The established connection is aborted and the
response message is lost.
Our idea is, in order to avoid the process design of nesting activities between the request and the response, we split one synchronous interaction into
two, as is shown in Figure 5.4b. On the responder side, one synchronous interaction (“receive1” and “reply1”) is to receive the request parameters from
the initiator. The other (“receive2” and “reply2”) is to return the response to
the initiator. Then a failure during the execution of any nested activities will
not interfere the execution of the initiator process because there are no open
connections between the process instances.
The above process transformation changes the responder process interface,
i.e., it changes the message formats and sequences. In order to hide the changes
that are necessary to the responder from the initiator, we use an adapter service
to make the initiator still use the same interaction protocol while the responder
has an adapted interaction protocol. The adapter service receives the request
from the initiator, interacts with responder and sends a response back to initiator. We will present the detail of the design and deployment of adapter services
in Section 5.3.

5.2.1

Pending response failure model

The Petri net model is used for the correctness validation in section 8.
The petri model of the collaborative processes with a pending response
failure is shown as Figure 5.5. The transitions t_ch1 and t_ch2 represent the
communication channel between initiator and responder. The left hand side
models invoke activity of an initiator. The transitions t_inv1 and t_inv2 model
an invoke activity that the initiator sends and receives the request and response
message respectively. The place p_v1 represents the input variable of the invoke
activity. The place p_v2 represents the output variable of the invoke activity. The
transitions t_rec and t_rep is the model that the responder receives and replies
the request and response message respectively. The place p_v3 represents the
output variable of the receive activity. The place p_v3 represents the input variable of the reply activity. The places p_m1, . . . , p_m4 represents the messages
and the places p_c1, . . . , p_c7 represent the process control flow. The transition
t_any can be replaced by any sub Petri net to represent the processing of the
request message.
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Figure 5.5: Petri net model of collaborative processes with a pending response failure

The responder system crash is represented as transitions t_resp1 and t_resp2.
If these transitions fire, a token is taken from the place p_c5 or p_c6 to represent
that the responder has deviated from the normal control flow. A token is put
into the place p_resp1 to indicate that pending response failure happens.
Another case of pending response failure is caused by a network failure,
which is represented as transitions t_resp3 and t_resp4. A token is taken from
p_m2 or p_m4 to represent the response message loss. A token is put into the
place p_resp2 to indicate that the pending response failure happens.

5.2.2

The robust process model

The Petri net model of the transformed process is presented in Figure 5.6. The
model is divided into three parts: the part depicted to the left of transitions
t_ch1 and t_ch2 corresponds to the initiator process. The part between t_ch1
and t_ch2 and t_ch3 to t_ch6 corresponds to the adapter service, and the part to
the right of t_ch3 to t_ch6 corresponds to the transformed responder. In order to
avoid the process design of nesting activities between the synchronous request
and response, we split one synchronous interaction into two, so that no nested
task remains between the synchronous request and response. The first synchronous interaction (represented by transitions t_inv3, t_rec2, t_rep2, t_inv4)
is to send the request parameters from initiator to responder. The second syn-
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Figure 5.6: Petri net model of collaborative processes with pending response failure
recovery

chronous interaction (represented by transitions t_inv5, t_rec3, t_rep3, t_inv6) is
to reply the result from the responder to the initiator process. The adapter process is used to keep the original process interface for the initiator process. The
adapter service receives the request from the initiator, interacts with responder
and sends a response back to the initiator. Since the responder process server
may crash, the adapter service should be deployed together with the initiator.
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Figure 5.7: n : 1 state type

(A robust adapter design will be presented in the next section).
Each synchronization request gets an immediate reply. At the responder
side, each synchronous interaction consists of a receive immediately followed
by a reply so that we expect no pending response failure happens during such
an interaction. If, however, a pending response failure happens during any of
the synchronous interactions, it is not recoverable. We can assume that the possibility of pending response failure during one of the synchronous interactions
in the collaborative process is low.

5.3

Pending response failure recovery for shared state
type n : 1

In the previous section, we have considered the scenarios where the effects of
the state changes in one collaboration between an initiator process instance and
a responder process instance do not affect other collaborations. In this section,
we focus on a responder process instance collaborating with multiple initiator
process instances, where one collaboration may affect other collaborations.
The concept of the n : 1 shared state type is shown as 5.7. The initiator process may have four running instances, represented as ellipses. The responder
process may have two running instances, represented as circles. Each initiator
process instance synchronizes its state with a single responder instance (1-1),
while one responder instance interacts with multiple initiator instances (n-1).
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Figure 5.8: Recovery solution for shared state type 1 : 1, as proposed in the previous
section

The state information is shared between initiator instances.
The solution in the previous section cannot be applied because of a potential
message queue overload on the responder side. As is shown in Figure 5.8, the
lefthand diagram is the original collaborative process, and the righthand diagram is the transformed collaborative process (i.e., with pending response failure recovery, as proposed in the previous section). After sending the response
message m4, the responder starts processing the request message. However,
the adapter sends the message m5 immediately after it receives m4. The responder may not be ready to receive this message until the nested processing
is finished. Under heavy workload, the queued messages may lead to server
buffer overload. Another case of message queue overload may occur during
the processing of the request message, if multiple initiators send request messages concurrently. At a technical level, this problem appears as an engine
warning shown in Figure 5.9. If the message queue is made persisted in a stable storage, the possibility of the message queue to exhaust the storage space
is low. However, under the assumption of a possible responder failure, it is
not advisable to keep a large message buffer. If the responder system restarts
after a system crash, the responder message queue can be recovered from the
persistent storage. However the network connection is lost and the response
messages cannot be delivered to the initiator. The initiator either fails (throws
an exception) or waits forever for the server response.
Our idea of recovery is to transform the original process into a recoveryenabled process [95]. On the initiator side, the main idea of the transformation
is to resend the request message whenever a pending response failure is de-
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Figure 5.9: Potential buffer overflow warning from a WS-BPEL engine

tected. On the responder side, we parallelize the processing of the request
message and the initiator query for the processing result. The transformation
adds a caching capability, i.e., the response message for a newly incoming message representing a non-idempotent operation is cached. If the responder receives a resent message from the initiator due to a failure, the responder replies
the cached response message and does not execute the operation again. In the
following we discuss the transformed initiator and responder processes.

5.3.1

The robust initiator process

The initiator starts a state synchronization by executing an invoke activity. The
transformed invoke activity is shown as Figure 5.10. The invoke activity is nested
within a scope activity with an exception handler. If a synchronization failure
happens (marked as XSU , XReq , XResp ), the exception handler in the scope
can be executed, i.e., adding a delay before retrying using a wait activity. A
interaction failure can be delivered to the process layer as an exception which
is catchable by the exception handlers. This is supported by the process engines
such like Apache ODE. The scope activity is inside a while activity to implement
a retry behavior. If the invoke activity finishes without failure, an assign activity
is used to alter the value of the variable $retry to 0 to end the while iteration.

5.3.2

The robust responder process

The original responder process is shown in Figure 5.11a. The process receives
an order message, processes it, and sends a response. The robust responder
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Figure 5.10: Transformed Initiator Process

process is shown in Figure 5.11b. The original synchronous interaction is split
into an asynchronous request to send the original order message, and a request
response pattern to query the response, thus the result of the original request.
There are two steps corresponding to handling the asynchronous request
and handling the request-response to query the response to the original request. In the first step, the responder receives a message OrderM sg (the left
branch of the pick activity in the while iteration in Figure 5.11b). This is a oneway message, so that the responder does not send a response, thus pending
request or response failure are avoided. After receiving the order message, an
if activity is used to check whether the order is cached. If the order is cached,
this implies that the order has been processed before and this is a resent message due to failure. In this case the responder does nothing (empty activity). If
the order is not cached, the responder processes the order and adds the result
to the cache.
In the second step, the responder receives the query message from the initiator. The WS-BPEL correlation mechanism can be used to correlate the query
message with the corresponding order message. If the order is cached, the responder will use the cached response message as a reply. If the request is not
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Figure 5.11: Responder Process

cached, the responder sends a message BusyM sg to indicate to the initiator
that the processing is not finished.
The two steps are placed via a pick activity in a while iteration to support
the interaction with multiple client instances and retries per instance.
After the transformation, the possible types of failures are marked as X1 ,
X2 and X3 . Failure X1 is a service unavailable failure and can be compensated
by the transformed initiator’s resend of the request message. Failure X2 is a
pending response failure. The initiator can detect the failure by not receiving
the response message and recover by resending the query message. On the
responder side, the resent message is replied with a cached response. Failure
X3 happens in a control flow outside a synchronization block, thus, this error
does not affect the state synchronization with the initiator.
Implementation of Cache Related Operations
The cache is declared as a process variable in WS-BPEL with an XML structure
of entries. Each entry is a mapping from request message to response message.
A sample cache entry is shown below.
<cache>
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<cacheEntry>
<requestEntry>
<requestMsg />
</ r e q u e s t E n t r y >
<r e s p o n s e E ntry>
<responseMsg />
</r e s p o n s e Entry>
</cacheEntry>
<cacheEntry . . . / >
</cache>

The cache operations are pre-defined using XSLT to operate on the cached
XML data. The invocation of cache operation is an “assign” activity. We use
the standard WS-BPEL function doXslT ransf orm() in the assign activity with
a pre-defined XSLT script to manage the cache. A sample read cache activity is
shown in the following listing.
<bpel:assign>
<bpel:copy>
<bpel:from>
b p e l : d o X s l T r an s f o r m (
" t e s t C a c h e d . x s l " , $ cache ,
" requestMsg " , $ requestMsg )
</ b p e l : f r o m >
< b p e l : t o >$ foundCachedRequest</ b p e l : t o >
</ b p e l : c o p y >
</ b p e l : a s s i g n >

Adapter Design
In the solution defined so far, there is a mismatch between the interaction patterns expected by the transformed responder and the interaction pattern of
the transformed initiator. To solve this problem, the initiator is further transformed. In case it is not possible to modify the initiator, we have to place an
adapter between the initiator and the responder to mediate this mismatch.
The design of the adapter process is shown in Figure 5.12. The adapter
receives an order message from the initiator. In the following while iteration,
it forwards the message to the responder (activity invoke1). Then it sends the
query message to ask the responder for the result (activity invoke2). If the result
message has been sent with the reply activity at the responder, and received by
the initiator ([$reply = result]), the while iteration is terminated by changing
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the value of the conditional variable $f inish to yes. If the result message is
M Busy, which indicates that the responder is still processing, a wait activity is
executed to introduce a delay and then the outer while iteration sends the query
message again. Finally, the result message is accepted by the initiator, possibly
after multiple queries. Both invoke activities are defined in the while iteration,
because the first invoke activity is a one-way message exchange, which is nonblocking. If the first invoke activity would have been defined outside the while
iteration, it is possible that the network delivers the second message (query)
before the first message (order).
From the initiator point of view, the adapter is designed as a stateless process: each client request triggers a new adapter instance creation. In the case
of an adapter failure, this is a pending response failure from the client point
of view. This triggers the client to resend the request message, which creates a
new adapter instance to fulfill the synchronization.
Design Considerations of Generic Adapter
If we deploy a separate adapter process for each specific initiator and responder, lots of adapter instances are created, which will probably increase the processing overhead. Another option is to re-use a generic adapter for all initiators and responders. Three related design considerations are discussed in
the following. First, the messages delivered to and from adapters should be
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independent from the initiator and responder processes. The parts of the message should refer to a generic typed element or declared as a generic type,
such as “xsd:anyType”. The drawback is due to the correlation mechanism of
WS-BPEL. In particular, for different messages different correlation set configurations are required. This makes it necessary to distinguish messages, which
is not the case with anyType. Second, the responder process should describe
its operations in a process-independent way. The generic adapter should not
refer to any responder specific operations, e.g., process specific port type definitions in their WSDL. The drawback of using generic message type such as
“xsd:anyType” is that the responder cannot use the control flow branching activities (like “pick” in WS-BPEL), because all messages are generic types and
dedicated to generic process operations. Finally, a generic addressing mechanism is required to forward an incoming message to a proper responder, for example, by mapping specific information of an incoming message to the address
of the responder. This can be achieved by using a mapping from message to responder addresses in XSLT. In WS-BPEL, the function doXslTransform(inMsg,
XSLT) can be used to query the responder address.
From the above discussion, we can conclude that the possibility of using a
generic adapter is quite limited. On the other hand, with additional process
management effort, a process-specific adapter can be automatically generated
from the initiator and responder services descriptions, e.g., their WSDL descriptions.

5.4

Pending response failure recovery for shared state
type 1 : n

The concept of the 1 : n shared state type is shown as Figure 5.13. At runtime,
the initiator process may have two running instances, represented as ellipses.
The responder process may have four running instances, represented as circles.
Each initiator process instance synchronizes its state with multiple responder
instances (1-n), while globally one responder instance interact with one initiator instance (1-1). The state information is private to each initiator instance, but
shared between multiple server instances.
The pending response failure of 1 : n shared state type is marked as X in
Figure 5.14, which is the case that the “Responder1” system crash happens. The
solution in section 5.2 can be applied because that after the Responder1 system
crash or the response message RespMsg is lost, the initiator has to wait after a
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Figure 5.14: Pending response failure of 1 : n shared state type

timeout and then resends the request message. During this wait-and-resend
period, the initiator cannot interact with other responders instances. Thus in
this case is the interaction is equivalent to the 1 : 1 shared state type.

5.5

Pending response failure recovery for shared state
type m : n

The concept of the m : n shared state type is shown as Figure 5.15. At runtime, the initiator process may have two running instances, represented as ellipses. The responder process may have three running instances, represented
as circles. Each initiator process instance synchronizes its state with multiple
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responder instances (1-n), while each responder instance interact with multiple initiator instance (n-1). The state information is shared between all running
instances.
The pending response failure of m : n shared state type is marked as X in
Figure 5.16. The solution in section 5.3 can be applied because after the Responder1 system crash, the Initiator1 will wait until timeout and then resend
the request, thus the interaction between Initiator1 and other responders is relevant. The other initiators may send requests concurrently, however, this is the
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same case that we have solved in section 5.3.

5.6

Conclusions

Pending response failure is a very common interaction failure caused by a responder system crash or a network failure preventing the delivery of the expected
response message to the initiator. In this chapter, the solutions are presented
to recover from the pending response failure. The solutions are presented in
the form of transformed initiator and responder processes, together forming a
robust collaborative process.
The recovery of pending response failure depends on the four state types,
i.e., how state information is shared between process instances at runtime. The
four shared state types are:
1 : 1 The state information is shared between one initiator instance and one
responder instance. To avoid the crash in the middle of a processing activity nested between receiving a request and replying a response, our approach
to recovery is to split the synchronous interaction between the initiator and
responder into two interactions. One interaction is used to send the request
message and the other interaction is used to return the response message.
n : 1 The state information is shared between multiple initiator instances
and one responder instance. The approach to split one synchronous interaction into two synchronous interactions does work here. The request messages
for the second interaction from multiple initiators will accumulate at the responder side, thus leads to the possibility of a message queue overflow and
a potential performance problem. Our solution is to parallelize the processing of the request message and the initiator query for the processing result.
The transformation adds a caching capability, i.e., the response message for a
newly incoming message representing a non-idempotent operation is cached.
If the responder receives a resent message from the initiator due to a failure,
the responder replies the cached response message and without processing the
duplicate request message. This is a general solution that can be applied to 1 :
1 shared state type. However, the cache related operations make the solution
performance lower (see Table 8.1 in chapter 8) than the solution proposed for 1
: 1 shared state type.
1 : n shared state type The state information is shared between one initiator
instance and multiple responder instances. The solution of state type 1 : 1
can be applied because if pending responder failure happens, the initiator will
block and resend the request for the lost reponse message. It will not interact
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with other responder instances during the recovery. Thus this failed interaction
cannot be affected by other interactions, just the same as the case of 1 : 1 shared
state type.
m : n shared state type The state information is shared between multiple initiator instances and multiple responder instances. The solution of state type
n : 1 can be applied because if pending response failure happens, the initiator
instances will block and resend the request. It will not interact with the other
responder instances during the recovery. Thus this failed interaction will not
be affected by the initiator’s interaction with other responder instances, just the
same as the case of n : 1 state type.

CHAPTER 6

Recovery of service unavailable

This chapter presents our solution for the service unavailable failure. As introduced in Chapter 1, a service unavailable failure is caused by a crash of the
responder system before receiving the request message or by a failure of the
network before the request message could be delivered. As an example, if a
user fills an order form and submit for a flight reservation, the network may
fail before the request message could be delivered.
In this section, several languages/notations are used for different purposes.
The UML sequence diagram is used to illustrate the interaction failures and
our high level idea of recovery solution. The graphical notation of business
process is used to present our recovery solution. The Web Services Business
Process Execution Language (WS - BPEL) code is used to illustrate some implementation details. The Petri net models form a basis for correctness validation.
The purposes of these languages are shown in Figure 6.1.
This chapter is structured as follows. The service unavailable failure is introduced in section 6.1. Section 6.2 presents our recovery mechanism and the
whole chapter is concluded in section 6.3.

6.1

Service unavailable failure

The service unavailable failure is depicted in Figure 6.2. XS is a service unavailable failure caused by a responder system crash before receiving the request message. XN is caused by a network failure before the request message
could be delivered. In both cases, the request message is lost.
The Petri net model of the service unavailable failure is shown in Figure 6.3.
The transitions t_ch1 and t_ch2 are the model of the communication channel
between an initiator and a responder. The left hand side of the model represents the invoke activity of the initiator. The places p_v1, . . . , p_v4 represent the
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Figure 6.2: Service unavailable failure

four process variables. The places p_m1, . . . , p_m4 represent the messages exchanged between the initiator and the responder, and the places p_c1, . . . , p_c7
represent the process control flow. The transitions t_inv1 and t_inv2 model
that the initiator sends and receives the request and the response message respectively. The transitions t_rec and t_rep model that the responder receives
and sends the request and response message respectively. The transition t_any
can be replaced by any sub Petri net to represent the processing of the request
message by the responder process.
The responder system crash is represented as transition t_su3. If this transition fires, a token is taken from the place p_c4 to represent that the responder
has deviated from the normal control flow. A token is put into the place p_su2
to indicate that the service unavailable failure happens.
Another case of service unavailable failure is caused by a network failure,
which is represented as transitions t_su1 and t_su2. A token is taken from
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Figure 6.3: Petri net model of service unavailable failure

p_m1 or p_m3 to represent the request message loss. A token is put into the
place p_su1 to indicate that the service unavailable failure happens.

6.2

Service unavailable failure recovery

The recovery solution for service unavailable is the same for all shared state
types. The responder does not have to be changed. On the initiator side, our
idea of recovery is to make it resend the request whenever this failure happens.
In the WS-BPEL context, an invoke activity of the initiator can be transformed
as shown in Figure 6.4 to achieve a request resend behavior as long as service
is unavailable (i.e., the response message is not received). Inside a while iteration called “Retry Invoke”, we put a scope activity (a box annotated with S)
with a exception handler (a box annotated with E). The exception handler is
implemented with a wait activity. When the target service is not available, the
invoke activity of the initiator will throw an exception, which is caught by the
exception handler. The exception handler of the initiator will delay the execution of the process. The outside while iteration will repeat the sending of
the request until the response message has been received. After the successful
receipt of the request message, an assignment of variable $retry to 0 will end
the while iteration. One implementation issue is that by default some process
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engines may not propagate the message delivery fault as an exception to the
initiator process layer. The process may not be aware of this fault. In this case,
some engineering effort is necessary to propagate the fault as an exception to
the process behavior.
The Petri net model of the transformed process which is able to recover
from service unavailable failure is shown as Figure 6.5. In the initial marking,
we put a token in both places p_c1 and p_c4 to represent the beginning of the
control flow of the processes. We put a token in each of the places p_v1 to p_v4
to represent that the process variables are initialized. If the target service is
available, transitions t_inv1, t_ch1 and t_rec occur. If the target service is not
available, transitions t_su1, t_su2 or t_su3 fire. A token is put into place p_su1
or p_su2. Transitions t_resend and t_restart fire to reset the marking of the
Petri net model to the initial marking, and the recovery work is finished.

6.3

Conclusions

Service unavailable failure is a very common interaction failure caused by a responder system crash or a network failure during the sending of a request message. A lot of research and industrial effort have been put to improve the availability of services [96, 97, 98]. However, even a cloud infrastructure crashes
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Figure 6.5: Petri net model of the collaborative process with recovery from a service
unavailable failure

sometimes, causing serious availability issues [99].
In this section, the service unavailable failure of during the interaction between an initiator and a responder process is studied and a solution is presented. The idea is based on request message resending. Whenever an initiator sends a request message, the message sending activity will be repeated
until the target service is available. The idea is pretty straightforward, however, we study the service unavailable in the context of service collaboration
and present the failure and the corresponding solution in a formal way.

CHAPTER 7

Composition of recovery solutions

The solutions for each of the different interaction failure types addressed in this
thesis are presented separately in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. However, more than one
type of interaction failure may happen in a single service collaboration. In this
section, we discuss how the solutions for different interaction failures are applied in combination to a single service collaboration, i.e., how the solutions in
chapters 4, 5 and 6 can be composed to derive robust processes. The solutions
differ depending on the shared state types, which are described in subsection
3.2. The solution of pending request failure for state type n : 1 is described
in section 4.3. The solution of pending response failure for state type n : 1 is
described in section 5.3 and the solution of service unavailable is described in
chapter 6. We show the combined solutions for shared state type n : 1 in this
chapter. This solution can be applied to shared state type m : n as well, as discussed in Sections 4.5 and 5.5. For state type 1 : 1 and 1 : n, they are simpler
case that this solution can be applied, as discussed in sections 4.6 and 5.6.
In this chapter, we apply the solutions one by one to show the resulting
robust processes and how they recover from different types of interaction failures. This section is structured as follows, we compose the solution for pending
request failure and service unavailable in Section 7.1. The pending response
failure solution is incorporated in Section 7.2. A working example is presented
in Section 7.3. Some general robust service interaction design principals are
discussed in section 7.4 and we conclude the chapter in Section 7.5.

7.1

Composed solutions: pending request failure and
service unavailable

Figure 7.1 shows the process behavior of a synchronous interaction, which is
represented by a receive activity (“receiveM1”) and a reply activity (“receiveM2”).
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The synchronous interaction is nested in a while iteration to represent the n : 1
shared state type that multiple initiator instances may interact with this responder instance. This synchronous interaction is followed by an arbitrary further
interaction, represented by a one-way message “receiveM3”. The pending request failure, pending response failure and service unavailable are marked as
REQ, RESP and SU respectively. REQ is the initiator system crashes after the
request message is sent and before receipt of the response message. RESP is the
pending response failure that the responder system crashes after receipt of the
request message or the network fails during the sending of the response message. SU is the service unavailable failure that the responder system crashes
before receipt of the request message. If we apply the solution for pending request failure (Section 4.3), the robust process is shown as Figure 7.2. On the
initiator side, the recovery is to make it resend the request whenever this failure happens. An invoke activity of the initiator can be transformed as shown
in Figure 7.2 to achieve a request resend behavior as long as service is unavailable (i.e., the response message is not received). Inside a while iteration called
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Figure 7.2: Robust processes, recoverable from pending request failure

“Retry Invoke”, we put a scope activity (a box annotated with S) with a exception handler (a box annotated with E). The exception handler is implemented
with a wait activity. When the target service is not available, the invoke activity of the initiator will throw an exception, which is caught by the exception
handler. The exception handler of the initiator will delay the execution of the
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process. The outside while iteration will repeat the sending of the request until
the response message has been received. On the responder side, the receive activity “receiveM3” is replaced by a while iteration with a pick branch in it. The
while iteration is used to process the possible request resent by the initiator due
to failure. On the left hand side of the pick branch, the activities “receiveM1”
and “replyM2” are used to respond to the request resent from the initiator,
where the response message is read from cache using an assign activity. On the
right hand side of the pick branch, the activity “receiveM3” represents possible
processes further interaction. In case that the message for a further interaction
is sent and the receive activity “receiveM3” is executed, this implies that the
initiator has received the previous response. We then assign the process variable $retry := 0 to end the while iteration. Furthermore, the solution of service
unavailable as described in Chapter 6 is applied as well.

7.2

Composed solutions: pending response failure

The solution presented in Figure 7.2, can recovery from pending request failure
and service unavailable, however, it cannot recovery from pending response
failure, marked as RESP. We apply the solution of pending response failure
(Section 5.3) and the robust responder process is shown as Figure 7.3. The activities that correspond to the synchronous interaction (the activities between
receiveM1 and replyM2) are replaced by a pick activity where the recoverable solution for pending response failure is applied. The original synchronous interaction is split into an asynchronous request to send the original order message,
and a request response pattern to query the response, thus the result of the original request. There are two steps corresponding to handling the asynchronous
request and handling the request-response to query the response to the original
request. In the first step, the responder receives a message receiveM1 (the left
branch of the pick activity in the while iteration in Figure 7.3). This is a one-way
message, so that the responder does not send a response, thus pending request
or response failure are avoided. After receiving the request message M1, an if
activity is used to check whether M1 is cached. If M1 is cached, this implies
that the message has been processed before and this is a resent message due
to failure. In this case the responder does nothing (empty activity). If the order is not cached, the responder processes the request message M1 and adds
the result to the cache. In the second step, the responder receives the query
message from the initiator. If the request message M1 is cached, the responder
will use the cached response message as a reply. If the request message is not
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Figure 7.3: Robust responder process with recovery solutions combined

cached, the responder sends a message BusyM sg to indicate to the initiator
that the processing is not finished. The two steps are placed via a pick activity in a while iteration to support the interaction with multiple client instances
and retries per instance.
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What should be mentioned is the cache related activities. As the same cache
capabilities are used both in pending request failure and pending response failure, the composed solution use one cache, which is shared for all cache related
activities.
We can see the responder process mainly consists of two while iterations.
The above while iteration is used mainly to recover from pending response failure. The left side is an asynchronous interaction to send the request parameters. The right side is a synchronous interaction, which is a query operation in
order to get the operation result. The bottom while iteration is used to recovery
from pending request failure. However, in the bottom while iteration, the left
side has a read cache operation and uses this cache to generate a reply. We do
not further apply the recovery solution for pending response failures of this
synchronous interaction marked as RESP in Figure 7.3. If pending response
failure happens, the initiator will resend the request message to recover. Furthermore, we assume that a cache query operation takes less time than processing the request, which will lower the chance that the pending response failure
happens.
After this step of the process transformation, an adapter process should
be applied between the initiator and the responder, because the messages sequences and formats does not match each other. The same adapter from 5.3
can be applied here.

7.3

An example scenario

We illustrate our approach with a scenario shown in Figure 7.4 of a simple procurement process in a virtual enterprise. It contains three business partners: a
buyer, an accounting department and a logistics department. The accounting
department gets a “getQuote” message from the buyer and returns a “quote”
message. The “order” information (“deliver” message) is forwarded by the accounting department to the logistic department. The logistic department then
confirms the receipt (“deliverConf” message with expected delivery date and
parcel tracking number) to the accounting department. The accounting department forwards a “delivery” message to the buyer. Furthermore, the buyer can
decide to track the status or terminate the process (messages “getStatus”, “status”, or “terminate”). The process definition of the accounting department is
shown in Figure 7.5.
The scenario starts by receiving a synchronous invocation “getQuote” message requiring the quote information. After the accounting process replies
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Figure 7.4: Overview of the example scenario

with a “quote” message, the buyer sends the “order” message, which is forwarded to the logistic process by the accounting process. The logistic process
then replies with a “deliverConf” message to the accounting process. The message is forwarded to the buyer via a “delivery” message afterwards. Since the
buyer is allowed to do parcel tracking arbitrarily often, this step is embedded
in a while iteration within the accounting process. More precisely, the accounting department may receive a “getStatus” message sent by the buyer, which is
then followed by a synchronous invocation of the logistics “getStatusLOP” operation and the reply of the respective status back to the buyer (via a “status”
message). Alternatively, the buyer may decide to terminate the accounting and
the logistics process at some point by sending a “termination” message to the
accounting process, which is forwarded to the logistic process.

7.3.1

Collaborative processes interaction failure analysis

All possible failure points are depicted out in Figure 7.5. The process begins
with a “getQuote” receive activity and a “quote” reply activity. If the process
crashes after receiving the request message “getQuote” and before sending a
response, or the network fails of sending the response message, this should be a
pending response failure, which is marked as a RESP between the “getQuote”
and “quote” activities. For similar reasons, in the “parcel tracking” while itera-
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Figure 7.5: Accounting process

tion, if the accounting process crashes after the receive activity “getStatus” and
before the “status” reply activity, a pending response failure will occur. We can
notice that there is a nested invoke activity in between.
For the “quote” reply activity, if the buyer process which should receive
this reply fails after sending the request, a pending request failure will happen,
which is marked as a REQ_buyer. A pending request failure will happen at the
point of “status” reply for the same reason. If the accounting process crashes
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after the “quote” activity and before receiving the “order” information, the
buyer process that sends the “order” information will have a service unavailable failure. However, we don’t need to transform the accounting process for
the recovery of this failure. For the same reason, the “parcel tracking” pick
activity is not marked with service unavailable failure if the process crashes
before this activity. For the invoke activity “deliverConf”, which invokes the
“deliverOP” operation provided by the logistics process, if the logistics process
is not available before the invocation, a service unavailable failure will happen
to the accounting process, which is marked as a SU . If the accounting process
crashes after the request message has been sent but the response message has
been received, a pending request failure will happen, which is marked as a
REQ_accounting. For similar reasons, a service unavailable failure will happen to the activities “delivery”, “getStatusL” and “terminateL”, and a pending
request failure will happen to the activity “getStatusL”.

7.3.2

Accounting process transformation

As is shown in Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.7, in order to make the accounting process recovery enabled, we apply all necessary process transformations. For the
reply activity “quote” where a pending request failure may occur, we do the
transformation to put a conditional branch (pick activity) in a while iteration. If
the buyer process crashes and resends the “getQuote” message, the accounting
process will reply with “quote” information in the while iteration, until “order”
information is received.
For pending response failures (marked as RESP ) that occur between “getStatus” and “status”, in order to avoid a nested “getStatusL”, we split the operation that the parameters of “getStatus” request sent asynchronously with a
query operation to obtain the processing result.

7.4

General process design principles

In this section, we are going to discuss some process design guidelines to avoid
a few interaction failures.
(1) Use asynchronous interactions as much as possible
A synchronous interaction will block the initiator while the responder processes the request. If during this time a system crash happens on either side or
if a the network failure occurs, then the interaction will also fail (i.e., it cannot
be completed). On the other hand, an asynchronous interaction will not block
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Figure 7.6: Transformed accounting process, part I

the initiator, thus asynchronous interactions can avoid pending request failure
and pending response failure. If the system of either party crashes, for asynchronous interactions, the only interaction failure that has to be recovered is
service unavailable failure. As an example, in [100], all services that may result
in a state change use asynchronous interactions.
(2) Finalized by asynchronous interaction
Our basic idea is based on message resending. If the final interaction is
synchronous, the responder instance may terminate itself after sending the fi-
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Figure 7.7: Transformed accounting process, part II

nal response message. However, if this response message gets lost, the resent
request message will not be accepted by the terminated responder instance.
If the final interaction is asynchronous, the responder will not terminate itself
until the final request message is received.
(3) Make messages distinguishable from each other
The responder needs to distinguish a resent message from a next (new)
message. If by process design, the same message is sent multiple times, our
solution does not work. However, most of the cases, even if copies of the identical messages are sent multiple times, they can be distinguished by including
a field with a unique value. For example, a client may submit duplicate orders
for the same product, however, these order messages normally have different
order ids or different timestamp values.
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7.5

Conclusions

The composition of the solutions in previous chapters shows solutions for different interaction failures. In this chapter, we have shown how the solutions
can work together. We have followed the steps below to derive a robust process
to recovery from all the three types of interaction failures:
• apply the solution of pending request failure, then the solution of service
unavailable.
• based on the above step, incorporate the solution to the pending response
failure to generate a solution that is able to recover from all possible interaction failures.
Although in this chapter we only illustratively show how the solutions are
composed, we demonstrated that the multiple solutions can be composed as
described in the above steps. If a single interaction failure occurs, the composed solution can recover from the failure using the corresponding part of
the transformed process. However, recovery from multiple interaction failures
that happen at the same time is a topic for future work.

CHAPTER 8

Evaluation

In this chapter, we evaluate our solutions presented in sections 4, 5 and 6 in
three aspects: their correctness, their performance overhead and the complexity of the process transformation.

8.1

Correctness validation

The correctness validation aims to show that the solutions presented in sections 4, 5 and 6 provide robust interactions for collaborative services with regards to system crashes and network failures. The core of the validation is to
define robust interaction criteria such that the failed interactions recovery can
be automatically evaluated. Process interactions are achieved by exchanging
messages. From state coordination point of view, one service changes its state,
sends a message to relevant parties, and if the other parties have successfully
received the message, then further state changes is possible. Thus, we have to
check whether it is possible that the services can apply further state changes
before the message exchange has been completed. The indication for an additional state change is exchanging additional (different) messages. Successful
message exchanges can be verified by comparing the states of the services involved for all possible executions.

8.1.1

Validation procedure

Fig. 8.1 shows the correctness validation in three steps. First, we prove that
collaborative business processes always pass the correctness criteria when no
failure happens. Second, we prove that the business processes cannot pass the
criteria if interaction failure happens Finally we prove that the transformed
business processes fulfill correctness criteria when interaction failure happens.
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Figure 8.1: Evaluation Procedure

In the last two steps, each of the three interaction failures is checked, one at a
time.
In each step of validation, we start from modeling the collaborative business processes as a Petri net. Then the Petri net is transformed into occurrence graph (automata model). We finish the correctness proof by checking
that the occurrence graph (automaton model) of the transformed processes is
subsumed by the correctness criteria automata. The subsumption checking algorithm [87] is implemented as a program to check correctness.

8.1.2

Notion of state

Our solutions have been formalized by Petri nets, which forms a basis for correctness validation. The states of a message sending and receiving are presented by the markings of the Petri Nets and the transitions between them
[101]. An occurrence graph represents all possible states and state changes derived from a Petri net. Formally, an occurrence graph is an automaton <
Q, Σ, δ, q0 , F >, where
• q0 is the initial state;
• Q is the set of all states reachable from q0 ;
• F is the set of final states;
• Σ is the set of Petri net transition labels, which represents the sending
and receiving of messages, etc.;
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Figure 8.2: Criteria automaton for a single message sending and receiving

• δ is the automaton transition function: Q × Σ → Q representing the occurrences of a Petri net transition from an input state to an output state
labeled with the Petri net transition responsible for this state change.

8.1.3

Correctness criteria for state synchronization

In the following we present the correctness criteria, in the form of finite state
automata, to evaluate the correctness of our proposed solutions. We consider
two correctness criteria: the correctness criterion related to sending or receiving a single message in the context of an asynchronous message exchange, and
a correctness criterion for synchronous request and response messages.
Single message
The exchange of a single message is successful if and only if it synchronizes
the state of the sending process and the receiving process. This is the case if
the message sent by the sending process is actually received by the receiving
process, possibly after resending the message multiple times.
This criterion can be represented as an automaton and is depicted in Figure
8.2: for any message M 1, we use the Deterministic Finite Automaton (DFA)
< Q, Σ, δ, q0 , F > to formalize the criteria. The global message sending and
receiving status are modeled as the state set Q = {0, 1, 2}. The alphabet Σ =
{sendM 1, receiveM 1}. sendM 1 (receiveM 1) models the sending (receiving) of
message M 1. q0 = 0 is the initial state and F = {0, 2} is the set of final states.
The transitions rules δ are visualized as Figure 8.2.
• A transition sendM 1 from state 0 to state 1 models the sending of message M 1.
• A transition from state 1 to itself models that the message M 1 is sent
multiple times, until it is received.
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Figure 8.3: Criteria automaton for synchronous request and response messages

• A transition receiveM 1 from state 1 to state 2 represents represents that
the message has been received.
• A transition from state 2 to state 1 represents that in the original process
definition, the message could be sent multiple times, e.g., in a while iteration.
After message M 1 has been sent for the first time, the rest of the interaction
has to be completed (i.e., message M1 has to be received at the receiving end)
before any further interaction is allowed. This is reflected in Figure 8.2, such
that in state 1 the only outgoing transitions are either sending message M 1
again or receiving message M 1.
Synchronous request and response messages
The synchronous interaction criteria should take into consideration both request and response messages. Informally, the idea is presented as follows.
1. A request may be sent multiple times until received;
2. A response message must be sent afterwards. No interaction is allowed
after the synchronous request message is received, except the sending of
the response message.
3. The sequence of 1) and 2) can be repeated multiple times until the response message is received.
The criteria are formalized using the automaton shown in Figure 8.3. M1
is the request message and M2 is the response message. In state 2 the only
allowed transitions are to send the response message (sendM 2) or a resend of
the request message (sendM 1). In case there is an error during the sending or
receiving of response message M 2, the request message M 1 may have to be
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resent to enable the resending of the response message M2. Thus, Figure 8.3
shows a transition labeled as sendM 1 from state 3 to state 1.
The transition from state 4 to state 1 represents that the synchronous request
message can be sent multiple times, e.g., in a while iteration.

8.1.4

Correctness validation

The aim of the proof is to show that the correctness criteria defined before are
always guaranteed by our proposed approach. First we prove that collaborative business processes always pass the correctness criteria when no failure
happens, then we prove that the business process cannot pass the criteria if
interaction failure happens. Finally we prove that the transformed business
process fulfills the correctness criteria when interaction failure happens.
In each step of the correct validation, we use the Petri nets model of the
collaborative processes as the basis. We transform the Petri net model into the
occurrence graph (automaton model). Then we extend the criteria automata
with messages from the automation model of collaborative processes to make
it complete. We finish the correctness proof by checking that the occurrence
graph (automaton model) of the transformed processes is subsumed by the
correctness criteria automata, which verifies whether the specified criteria are
guaranteed by the occurrence graph and consequently by the business processes. The subsumption checking algorithm [87] is implemented as a program
to check correctness.
We use the solution of pending request failure presented in section 4.2 as
an illustration of the correctness proof procedure. The solutions of pending response failure and service unavailable presented in chapters 5 and 6 follow a
similar proof procedure. The first step is to simulate the Petri net model of our
solution for the pending request failure in Figure 8.4 to generate an occurrence
graph. The resulting occurrence graph (automaton model) has 46 states and 70
transitions. We then simplify the automaton, by replacing transition labels not
related to interactions by empty transitions (epsilon transitions) and minimize
the automaton. The minimization algorithm [87] is implemented as a program.
The resulting automaton is depicted in Figure 8.5. In order to make the transition labels consistent with the correctness criteria automata defined above,
we have renamed them. The messages in this occurrence graph are (M1, M2,
M3). M1 is the request message, M2 is the response message and M3 is the next
request message. The correspondence between this occurrence graph and the
Petri net (Fig. 8.4) is as follows:
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Figure 8.4: Petri net model of pending request failure recovery

• t_inv1 → sendM 1
• t_rec → receiveM 1
• t_rep → sendM 2
• t_inv2 → receiveM 2
• t_inv_next → sendM 3
• t_rec_m3 → receiveM 3

t_false
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Figure 8.5: Occurrence graph of pending request failure recovery

• t_rec_m6 → receiveM 3
The following properties must hold to prove correctness:
1. For each message M 1, M 2 and M 3 in the occurrence graph, the sequence
of sending and receiving of messages meets the correctness criterion for
a single message exchange proposed in subsection 8.1.3.
2. The sequences of sending and receiving of synchronous request and response messages M 1 and M 2 meet the criterion for exchanging a request
and a response message (synchronous interaction) proposed in subsection 8.1.3.
Single message sending and receiving
In this thesis we only present the proof for message M 1. The proof for the
other two messages M 2 and M 3 is similar. The occurrence graph and the correctness automaton is the same except that in the corresponding criteria automaton (Figure 8.2), M1 is replaced by M2 and M3 respectively. The first step
is to extend the criterion automaton of Figure 8.2 with messages contained in
the occurrence automaton of Figure 8.5. These are additional transition labels
sendM 2, receiveM 2, sendM 3, and receiveM 3. Further, an error state (state
3) is added to the criterion automaton, since the original automaton only contains the correct message sequences. To complete the automaton, the following
transitions are added:
• Transitions from state 0 to state 0 labeled {sendM 2, receiveM 2, sendM 3,
receiveM 3}, representing that in the initial state, the sending and receiving of other messages does not affect the state of sending and receiving
message M 1.
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Figure 8.6: The extended criterion automaton

• Transition from state 0 to state 3 labeled receiveM 1, representing that in
the initial state, receiving an message M 1 that has not been sent before is
an error.
• Transitions from state 1 to state 3 labeled {sendM 2, receiveM 2, sendM 3,
receiveM 3}, representing that once message M 1 is sent, any other interaction is an error.
• Transitions from state 2 to itself labeled {sendM 2, receiveM 2, sendM 3,
receiveM 3}, representing that once message M 1 is received, no other interaction affects the state of sending and receiving message M 1.
• Transition from state 2 to state 3 labeled receiveM 1, representing that
receiving M 1 multiple times without sending is an error.
• Transitions from state 3 to itself labeled with all messages, representing
that an error cannot be compensated.
Figure 8.6 shows the criterion automaton obtained with these extensions.
The next step is to test whether the occurrence automaton of Figure 8.5 is
subsumed by the extended criterion automaton. We implement the subsumption algorithm [87] as a program and it turned out that the occurrence graph
(automaton model) was indeed subsumed by the extended criteria automaton.
Therefore, the criterion is fulfilled for all possible executions contained in the
occurrence graph.
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Synchronous message sending and receiving
Since messages M 1 and M 2 are the request and response of a synchronous
message exchange, the correctness criteria for synchronous messages proposed
in subsection 8.1.3 must also hold. As in the previous case, the criterion automaton must be extended by the messages contained in the occurrence automaton, that is, sendM 3 and receiveM 3. The extension consists of an error
state (state 5) and the following transitions:
• Transitions from state 0 to state 5 labeled {receiveM 1, sendM 2, receiveM 2},
representing that in the initial state, the receiving of the request message
and the sending and receiving of the response message are errors.
• Transitions from state 0 to itself labeled {sendM 3, receiveM 3}, representing that in the initial state, the sending and receiving of message M3 does
not affect the state of the synchronous request and response.
• Transitions from state 1 to state 5 labeled {sendM 2, receiveM 2, sendM 3,
receiveM 3}, representing that in state 1, the synchronous message is sent
once or multiple times but has not been received yet. According to the
principle proposed in subsection 8.1.3, the synchronous request message
has to be accepted before any other message exchange, thus any other
interaction is an error.
• Transitions from state 2 to itself labeled {sendM 3, receiveM 3}, representing that under the condition that the synchronous request message has
been received, the sending and receiving of the message M 3 does not
affect the sending and receiving of the synchronous message.
• Transitions from state 2 to state 5 labeled {sendM 1, receiveM 1, receiveM 2},
representing that under the condition that the synchronous message M 1
has been accepted, send or receive M 1 again is an error. Meanwhile, under the condition that the synchronous response message has not been
sent, receiving the response message is an error.
• Transitions from state 3 to state 5 labeled {receiveM 1, sendM 2, sendM 3,
receiveM 3}, representing that after the synchronous response message
has been sent but before it has been received, the initiator process may
have received the response message (receiveM 2). A possible process
crash or network error will cause the loss of the response message and
then the request message will be resent (sendM 1). All other transitions
are erroneous in this case.
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• Transitions from state 4 to itself labeled {sendM 3, receiveM 3}, representing that in the final state, no further interactions (sending and receiving
of message M 3) affect the synchronous interaction.
• Transitions from state 4 to state 5 labeled {receiveM 1, sendM 2, reciveM 2},
representing that as the synchronous interaction is finished, receiving the
request message, sending the response message or receiving the response
message is an error.
• Transitions from state 5 to itself labeled {sendM 1, receiveM 1, sendM 2,
receiveM 2, sendM 3, reciveM 3}.

The correctness criterion is fulfilled if the extended criteria automaton subsumes the occurrence automaton. We implement the subsumption algorithm
[87] as a program and it turned out that the occurrence graph (automaton
model) was indeed subsumed by the extended criteria automaton. Therefore,
the criterion is fulfilled for all possible executions contained in the occurrence
graph. This proves that the sequences of sending and receiving of synchronous
request and response messages M 1 and M 2 are correct.

8.2

Performance evaluation

Below we investigate the performance overhead of our solutions. In case the
infrastructure (software, hardware and network configuration) is the same,
performance depends on the process design and the workload.
We evaluated the performance overhead of our solutions with different
workloads. The requests sent per minute by the simulation client comply to
a Poisson distribution [102]. We collect performance under two workloads,
namely two mean message arrival rates λ = 5 and λ = 10 (messages per
second). We use these workloads because according to our tests under the
available hardware and software configurations, higher workload exhausts the
server resources. Each test run lasted for 60 minutes, but only the response
times during the 30 minutes in the middle of this period have been considered
(steady state).
We implemented the original process and the transformed processes with
our solutions for pending request failure, pending response failure and service unavailable failure. We assume that the interaction pattern is send/receive
(synchronous interaction). As a further interaction is required for the pending request failure, the send/receive synchronous interaction is followed by an
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Table 8.1: Performance overhead analysis

Pending request failure, 1 : 1 shared state type
Determinate further interaction
Workload (messages per second) Before After
λ=5
432 ms 475 ms
λ = 10
461 ms 480 ms
Indeterminate further interaction
λ=5
287 ms 379 ms
λ = 10
322 ms 452 ms
Pending request failure, n : 1 shared state type
Workload (messages per second) Before After
λ=5
313 ms 375 ms
λ = 10
256 ms 440 ms
Pending response failure, 1 : 1 shared state type
Workload (messages per second) Before After
λ=5
432 ms 680 ms
λ = 10
461 ms 681 ms
Pending response failure, n : 1 shared state type
Workload (messages per second) Before After
λ=5
645 ms 1607 ms
λ = 10
892 ms 5419 ms
Service unavailable failure
Workload (messages per second) Before After
λ=5
432 ms 508 ms
λ = 10
461 ms 507 ms

Overhead
43 ms
19 ms

%
9%
4%

92 ms
130 ms

24%
28%

Overhead
62 ms
184 ms

17%
42%

Overhead
248 ms
220 ms

36%
32%

Overhead
962 ms
4527 ms

60%
84%

Overhead
76 ms
46 ms

15%
9%

asynchronous interaction, determinate or in determinate. We evaluated the
performance overhead by comparing the response time of the original process
and the transformed ones.
Table 8.1 shows the performance results. In most of the cases, the performance overhead is small (within 100 ms), e.g., for the pending request failure
and shared state type 1 : 1, the overhead at the workload λ = 5 is 43 ms and
at the workload λ = 10 is 19 ms. For the service unavailable failure, the performance overhead is 76 ms under the workload of λ = 5 and 46 ms under the
workload of λ = 10. However, the performance overhead for the pending response failure is big (more than 200 ms). For the pending response failure and
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Figure 8.7: Response time distribution (the percentage of response times in unit of
millisecond)

shared state type 1 : 1, the performance overhead is 248 ms under the workload
of λ = 5 and 220 ms under the workload of λ = 10. The big overhead of the
pending response failure is due to splitting of one synchronous interaction into
two synchronous interactions and introducing an adapter service.
For the pending response failure and shared state type n : 1, the performance overhead is 962 ms under the workload of λ = 5 and 4527 ms under the
workload of λ = 10. In this solution, some performance overhead is caused by
the process specific query intervals in the adapter process. After the responder
finishes processing, it can only send the reply after the adapter has queried the
result. For example, in our test, the query interval is 1000 ms. In the response
time distribution, shown in Figure 8.7, we see that the response time peak interval is near 1000 ms, which is the query interval. Another reason could be
the management of the adapter instances. At runtime, each incoming request
message triggers a new adapter instance creation and we use the limited EC2
instance type in this evaluation (t1.micro with 1 vCpu and 0.613 GiB memory).
However, we expect lower performance overhead when the infrastructure is
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scalable, like in a cloud environment [103].

8.3

Business process complexity evaluation

Our process transformation increases the complexity of the robust business
processes. In this section, we investigate the process complexity with respect
to the number of activities (in terms of WS-BPEL).
We consider below a process design and our proposed transformation to
illustrate the introduced measures. For a responder process, a synchronous
interaction followed by a one-way message can be defined as the following
WS-BPEL snippet:
< r e c e i v e name= " r e c e i v e 1 " . . . />
< !−− n e s t e d a c t i v i t i e s ( some p r o c e s s i n g ) −−>
< r e p l y name= " r e p l y 1 " . . . />
< r e c e i v e name= " r e c e i v e 2 " . . . />

By contrast, the transformed responder process with capabilities of pending
request failure recovery, can be defined as in the following WS-BPEL process
snippet:
< r e c e i v e name= " r e c e i v e 1 " . . . / >
< !−− n e s t e d a c t i v i t i e s ( some p r o c e s s i n g ) −−>
< r e p l y name= " r e p l y 1 " . . . / >
<while>
< c o n d i t i o n >$PR=1</ c o n d i t i o n > < !−− PR i s i n i t i a l i z e d t o 1 −−>
< p i c k>
<onMessage name= " r e c e i v e 1 " . . . >
< r e p l y name= " r e p l y 1 " . . . / >
</onMessage>
<onMessage name= " r e c e i v e 2 " . . . >
< a s s i g n . . . /> < !−− a s s i g n 0 t o v a r i a b l e PR −−>
</onMessage>
</p i c k>
</while>

The original WS-BPEL process definition is composed by message sending
and receiving activities while the transformed process contains assignments
and structured activities: a while iteration activity and a pick activity with two
branches. This design corresponds replacing 3 activities by 6 activities.
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Table 8.2: Number of activities before and after transformation

Pending request failure, state type: private
Before transformation After transformation
Determinate further interaction
3 (responder side)
6 (responder side)
Indeterminate further interaction
3 (responder side)
2n + 8 1
Pending request failure, state type: shared, static
3 (responder side)
7 (responder side)
Pending response failure, state type: private
3 (responder side)
5 (responder side)
Pending response failure, state type: shared, static
3 (responder side)
10 (responder side)
Service unavailable failure
1 (initiator side)
7 (initiator side)
Table 8.2 summarizes the number of activities before and after the process
transformation for the initiator or responder of an interaction per failure type.
Table 8.2 shows that the proposed solutions have increased considerably the
complexity of the process design. However, since the transformation has been
formally defined and an automatic process transformation tool can be designed
based on this, we believe that the increased complexity should not be a big
burden for process designers.

8.4

Fulfilment of requirements

In Section 1.2, we proposed the requirements of our solution, which are discussed as follows:
• Requirement R0: The solution should function correct. We have proposed the correctness criteria and proved the correctness of our solution
in Section 8.1.
• Requirement R1: The process transformation should be transparent for
process designers. Currently, the robust process is transformed from the
original process manually. However, we have presented a solution that
an automatic process transformation could implement.
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• Requirement R2: The transformed process should not require additional
investments in a robust infrastructure. As presented in Chapters 4, 5 and
6, our solutions do not put additional requirement on the robust infrastructure investment.
• Requirement R3: As a solution at process language level, the process interaction protocols should not be changed. The interaction protocol of
the responder process has been changed in the solution of the pending
response failure, however, we have presented an adapter process to make
this change transparent to the initiator process.
• Requirement R4: The service autonomy should be preserved. This is relevant with the previous requirement. As we do not change the interaction
protocol, if one party transforms the process according to our approach
and the other party does not, they can still interact with each other, although without being able to recover from system crashes and network
failures.
• Requirement R5: Only existing process language specifications could be
used. In our solutions, we use WS - BPEL as our implementation language
without extending the language, so that the robust WS - BPEL process is
independent of any specific engine.
• Requirement R6: The solution should have acceptable performance. The
performance of our solution is evaluated in Section 8.2.

8.5

Sensitivity of our design

In this section, we discuss the sensitivity [104] of our design. The context of
our research work is the following:
• Collaborative services: described by explicit workflow. Our solutions assume the business processes implemented using workflow language like
WS - BPEL . We have illustrated our solutions using WS - BPEL , however, the
solutions can be applied to other process languages as they support similar workflow patterns [105]. Our solution cannot be applied to services
which do not have an explicit workflow. This is a future research work
as discussed in subsection 9.4.2.
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• Execution environment: standard process engines. We have deployed
our solutions to the two process engines: Oracle Business Process Manager and Apache ODE. We expect minor engineering effort of migrating
the robust process between different standard process engines.
• Network environment: we assume the TCP/IP environment where services are interacting using HTTP messages. The failure behavior of other
network environment will be investigated in future.

8.6

Conclusions

In this chapter, we have evaluated the correctness of our solutions against the
proposed criteria, the performance overhead of our solutions and the complexity of the robust business process.
The core of the correctness validation is to define robust interaction criteria
such that our solution can be automatically evaluated. The robust interactions
are achieved by successfully exchanging messages. One service changes its
state, sends a message to other relevant partners, and if the other partners has
successfully received the message, then further state changes is possible. Thus,
we check whether it is possible that the services can apply further state changes
before the message exchange has been completed. The indication for an additional state change is exchanging additional (different) messages. Successful
message exchanges can be verified by comparing the states of the services involved for all possible executions.
We have shown the considerable performance overhead under limited infrastructures (Amazon EC2 (t1.micro with 1 vCpu and 0.613 GiB memory)).
However, we expect higher performance under a elastic infrastructure, for
example, cloud environment. Our solutions have increased considerably the
complexity of the process design. However, since the transformation has been
formally defined and an automatic process transformation tool can be designed
based on this, we believe that the increased complexity should be a big burden
for process designers.

CHAPTER 9

Conclusions and future work

This chapter presents the conclusions of this thesis and identifies some areas for
further research. This chapter is structured as follows: Section 9.1 gives some
general conclusions of our research. In Section 9.2, we revisit the research questions, introduced in Chapter 1 and discuss how they have been answered. Our
research contributions are presented in Section 9.3 and Section 9.4 identifies
areas for further research.

9.1

General conclusions

System crashes and network failures are very common events, which may happen in various information systems of these collaborative organizations, e.g.,
servers, desktops or mobile devices. System crashes and network failures may
result in inconsistent states/behaviors of the business processes involved in a
collaboration and possibly to a deadlock of these business processes. In this
thesis we have presented a solution to recover business processes from system
crashes and network failures. We transform the original processes into robust
counterparts by incorporating necessary recovery activities. We have investigated the business process behaviors in case interaction failures occur caused
by system crashes and network failures. We developed solutions (robust counterparts of the original processes) to recover from these failures. We proposed
mechanism to prove the correctness of our solutions and applied the mechanism to our solution to show the correctness of our solutions. The performance
and robust process complexity aspect of our solutions are evaluated as well.
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9.2

Research questions revisited

In this section, we revisit the research questions introduced in chapter 1. We
present the research questions and summarize the answers that follow from
our research.
• Main research question: How to recover collaborative processes interaction failures caused by system crashes and network failures?
This is a knowledge question that can be decomposed into several subquestions and each question is answered in this thesis.
• Research question 1: What are the current existing solutions which can
be used to recover from interaction failures?
A business process execution environment is often built up with multiple abstraction layers, namely application layer, infrastructure layer and
integration layer. Interaction failure solutions can be found at each of the
layers. Application layer solutions make use of the application programming languages support, such as exception handling features and transactional features. However, these solutions require that the programmer
is aware of all possible failures and their recovery strategies. Solutions at
infrastructure layer are transparent to application programmers. However, normally these solutions require more infrastructure investment,
e.g., more reliable communication channels. We assume system crashes
and network failures are rare events that make additional infrastructure
support expensive. Furthermore, these solutions may make the implementation specific to process engine, which make the business process
difficult to migrate between different process engines. We can conclude
there is a need for a solution that is transparent to process designers and
require little infrastructure investment.
• Research question 2: What are the necessary concepts/models in our
solution?
We have learned that at runtime, one process may have multiple instances while each instance maintains its own state information. The state
information can be shared among multiple process instances via interactions realized by message exchanges. This results in the identification of
four shared state types, based on the number of initiator instances and the
number of responder instances that are involved in a collaboration. The
four shared state types are: 1 : 1, 1 : n, n : 1 and m : n. We have proposed
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Petri net model and Nested Word Automata (NWA) model to provide a
formal basis upon which the solution and correctness validation can be
based. We have used Web Services Business Process Execution Language
(WS - BPEL) as an illustrative language to illustrate our solutions.
• Research question 3: What are the corresponding behavior and recovery approach for the interaction failures?
For this question, we have learned that possible interaction failures are
pending request failure, pending response failure and service unavailable. Pending request failure is an initiator system crash after sending the request
message. Pending response failure is a responder system crash after receiving the request message or the network fails to deliver the response
message. Service unavailable is that the network failed in the request
message delivery or responder crashes before receiving the request message. The recovery of pending request failure depends on the shared state
types. For 1 : 1 type of state information, the recovery method is that
the initiator resends the request message while the responder uses the
previous result as a response without reprocessing the duplicate request
message. The n : 1 state information is shared between multiple initiator
instances and one responder instance. The difficulty is that if one initiator
system crashes, the interaction between other running initiator instance
and the responder instance may further change the responder state and
overwrite the previous interaction result, which make using the previous
result as a reply impossible. The recovery method consists of caching the
response message when the responder system state changes, and using
the cached message as a response for a resent message due to failure. If
the state information is 1 : n, the solution of state type 1 : 1 can be applied. If the state information is m : n, the solution of state type n : 1 can
be applied, as discussed in Chapter 4. The recovery of pending response
failure depends on the four state types. For state type 1 : 1, to avoid the
crash in the middle of a processing nested between receiving a request
and replying a response, our recovery is to split one interaction into two.
One sends the request parameters and the other asks for the result. For
state type n : 1, the problem is that if we split one synchronous interaction into two synchronous interactions. The request message for the second interaction from multiple initiators will accumulate at the responder
side, thus increasing the possibility of message queue overflow and causing potentially performance problems. Our solution is to parallelize the
processing of the request message and the initiator query for the process-
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ing result. The transformation adds a caching capability, i.e., the response
message for a newly incoming message representing a non-idempotent
operation is cached. If the responder receives a resent message from the
initiator due to a failure, the responder replies the cached response message and does not execute the operation again. If the state information is
1 : n, the solution of state type 1 : 1 can be applied. If the state information is m : n, the solution of state type n : 1 can be applied, as discussed
in Chapter 5. The recovery of service unavailable is based on message
resending. Whenever an initiator sends a message, the message sending
activity will be repeated until the target is available. We have shown that
our solutions provide robust interactions for collaborative services with
regards to system crashes and network failures. The core of the validation is to define robust interaction criteria such that our solution can be
automatically evaluated.

• Research question 4: How to combine the recovery solutions for different approach? We have shown how the solutions are working together.
We have followed the following steps to derive a robust process to recovery from all the three types of interaction failures: First, we apply
the solution of pending request failure, then the solution of service unavailable is applied as well. Based on the above step, we incorporate the
solution of pending response failure to generate a solution that is able to
recover from all possible interaction failures. If a single interaction failure occurs, the composed solution can recover from the failure using the
corresponding part of the transformed process. However, it is our future work to recover from multiple interaction failures that happen at the
same time.

After the sub-questions have been answered, we can answer the main research question. We have proposed solutions for collaborative services interaction failures caused by system crashes and network failures, which is based
on message resending and using cached response message as a reply. We have
validated the correctness of our process transformations and we implemented
a prototype to test the runtime performance the complexity of the robust business process.

9.3 Research contributions

9.3
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Research contributions

Based on the answers to the research questions and the existing solutions, we
formulate the following research contributions:
• recovery solutions transparent to application developers The robust business process can be derived from the original process with transformations, without the involvement of the application developers. In contrast
to the solutions based on language capabilities, e.g., exception handling
and transactions, our solution makes the interaction recovery transparent to application developers. The solutions based on exceptions require
that the application developers are aware of possible failures and their
recovery strategies. Transaction based solutions require that the application developers are aware of the transactions where the ACID properties
apply. However, we aim at relieving the application developer from concerns that have to do with interaction failures recovery.
• reduce reliable infrastructure investment Our solutions are at process
level that are independent from the infrastructure layer. This makes our
solution easy to migrate between different process engines. Additionally,
we assume that system crashes and network failures are rare events that
make the investment in reliable infrastructures expensive. Our solution
at process level does not require infrastructure support.
• stable business partners Our solution assumes the same business partners during runtime and does not require dynamically changing business
partners at runtime. This contracts with approaches that attempt to dynamically change the business partner whenever an interaction failure
prevents to continue the collaboration with the current business partner.

9.4

Future work

This section discusses some subjects for further research.

9.4.1

Automatic process transformation

In our solution, if a business process is given, we transform it into a robust
counterpart, which is able to recover from interaction failures. However, most
of the process transformation work is done manually. As a next step, we expect
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Table 9.1: Failure scheme

Type of failure
Crash failure
Inside
Scope

Omission failure
Receive omission
Send omission
Timing failure

Outside
Response failure
Scope
Value failure
State transition failure
Arbitrary failure

Description
A server halts, but is working correctly
until it halts.
A server fails to respond to incoming requests.
A server fails to receive incoming messages.
A server fails to send messages.
A server response lies outside the specified time interval.
A server response is incorrect.
The value of the response is wrong.
The server deviates from the correct flow
of control.
A server may produce arbitrary responses at arbitrary times.

to implement an automatic process transformation module that incorporates
our recovery solution can be incorporated.

9.4.2

General software system interaction failures

This thesis investigates interaction failures of collaborative services, which are
described as automated business processes. We illustrate our solution by using an standardized process implementation language, WS - BPEL. In future,
other software systems and languages can be explored, e.g., mobile based applications [106] where network interruptions happen rather frequently. Furthermore, robust RESTful services with regard to system crashes and network
failures is also an area worth exploring. We have proposed robust interaction
solutions, the technological limitation is how to apply our solutions to other
software systems and languages.

9.4.3

Other types of failures

In this thesis the interaction failures caused by system crashes and network failures are explored. Although the considered failure types are the most common
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failures that we experience everyday, there are more types of failures. Table
9.1 shows a failure classification scheme [7]. Crash failure is referred as system crashes in this thesis. Omission failure and timing failure occur when the
network fails to deliver messages (within a specified time interval) and are referred as network failures in this thesis. However, response failures due to flaws
in the process design, e.g., incompatible data formats, and arbitrary failure,
also referred to as Byzantine failure, which is more of a security issue, require
further exploration.
The interaction failures caused by incorrect design of process interaction
protocols is also worth further exploration, e.g., message duplication or message sequence errors or even deadlocks cause by incorrect process design.
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